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I. CONSTITUTION, TERMS OF REFERENCE AND METHODOLOGY

1. In accordance with the 1 April 2008 instruction by the Special Representative of the
Secretary-General (SRSG), an -internalReview Panel, hereafter referred to as "The Panel" was
establishedto review the UNMIT's (UnitedNations Integrated Mission in Timor-Leste) response
to the events of 11February 2008. The terms ofreferencel forthe Panel were to:

. review the immediate and short term UNMIT responses to the 11 February attacks,
including the United Nations Police (UNPOL) response, particularly in the first
hours, and the crisis management response, including UN Security and Publlc
Information, with a view to assessing whether proper procedures and good practices
were followed,and identifyingbest practices and lessons leamed.

. make recommendationson ways to improve UNMIT's capacity to respond to a future
cnSIS.

2. The Panel received an initial briefing from the Acting Chief of Staff and the Legal
Advisor during the morningof 1 April 2008.

3. The amount oftime allotted to the Panel to bring its work to fruition was a key factor in
determining the methodology it adopted. The Panel commenced its work after the completion of
the initial briefing and the Panel gathered pertinent documents, identified key parties to be
consulted and decided on a plan of action. The Panel requested meetings with relevant UN staff
and written requests were sent, as necessary, to pertinent non-UN personnel. Other less formal
meetings were conductedat the discretionofthe. Panel members.

4. Before interviews were conducted, the Panel made clear its terms of reference,
underlining the fact that it was conducting a fact-finding or lessons learned exercise, not an
investigation. Interviews were recorded with the prior consent of the interviewee. The Panel
considered the accounts of some 80 people who had direct knowledge of the events of 11
February 2008. Before coming to a considered and unanimous view, the Panel deliberated upon
the information collected from primary and secondary sources and verified it to the extent
possible within the time frame.

-

1 Annex 1- Terms ofReference
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11. UNPOL'S RESPONSE TO THE ATTACKS ON THE PRESIDENT AND
PRIME MINISTER ON 11 FEBRUARY 2008

A. Institutional Security Roles

5. The Panel reviewedUNMIT's response to the events of 11February 2008, with a viewto
ascertainingwhether the Mission's response was timely and in-compliancewith procedures and
good practices. The-Panel resolved not only to look the internal actions of UNMIT, but also to
a~sessthe validity of any perceived shortfalIsofUNMIT's response.

UNMIT' s Mandate

6. In accordance with the Constitution, the Government of Timor-Leste has primary
responsibility for the maintenance of security and stability in Timor-Leste. At the request ofthe
Government of Timor-Leste, the Security Council mandated UNMIT in Resolution 1704 (2006)
to support the Government and relevant institutions with a view to consolidating stability and to
ensure the restoration and maintenance of public security in Timor-Leste, through the provision
of support to the Timor-Leste National Police (PNTL). This inc1udesinterim law enforcement
and public security until the PNTL ís reconstituted, as welI as liaison with the Government on
security tasks.

7. UNMIT's executive police authority is detailed in the Supplemental Agreement2. In
accordance with section 5.1 of the Agreement, the Police Commissioner is considered as the
interim PNTL General Commander and is accordingly vested with alI powers and authority
which are conferred on and enjoyed by the PNTL General Commanderby the nationallaws with
regard to the conduct of operations. The Poli~e Commissionerreports directly to the SRSG and
receives and accepts instructionssolely from the SRSG.Hence, the PNTL has been-placed under
the command of UNPOL, and the Police Commissioner is standing in for the PNTL General
Commander until such time as the PNTL is reconstituted. For UNPOL, this implies both
authority and responsibility for the operational and executivepolicing area..

8. On 11 February, some 640 UNPOL .wereon duty in Dili, inc1uding201 in Dili District,
some 180 at Headquarters and 259 Formed Police Units (FPU) members (141 from Portugal and
118 from Malaysia). During the absence of the Police Commander, the Deputy Police
Commissioner for Administration Juan Carlos Arevalo Linares was the Acting Police
Commissioner until 13:30 hrs. when he handed over the command to the then Deputy Police
Commissioner for Operations Hermanprit Singh, who returned to Dili from abroad. As SRSG
Atul Khare was in New York to brief the Security Council, the Acting Police Commissioner
reported to the Acting SRSG Finn Reske-Nielsen that day.- .

2Arrangement on the restorationand maintenanceofpublic security in Timor-Lesteand on assistance on reform,
restructuringand rebuilding ofthe PNTL and the Ministry ofInterior Supplementalto the Agreement betweenthe
United Nations and the DemocraticRepublicofTimor-Leste and the Statusofthe United Nations Integrated
Mission in Timor-Leste (UNMIT)dated 1December 2006.
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9. The UNPOL Close Security Protection Unit (CSP) provides some 20 high ranking State
officials and important political figures3 with bodyguards, although the Mission was never
designed to provide this service. On 11 February, 58 CSP Officers were on duty, ineluding two
UNPOLs and five PNTL CSP officers to ensure the security of Prime Minister Xanana Gusmão,
and 2 UNPOL and 2 PNTL members to protect his wife. Following a request by President
Ramos-H<>rtathat his elose protection be staffed by PNTL, UNPOL replaced the President's
elose protection detail with exclusively PNT-Lon the instruction of the then Deputy Police
Commissioner for Operationson 6 January 2008.4

Other SecuritvForces

10. The Falintil-Força de Defesa de Timor-Leste (F-FDTL) has the responsibility of
providing military defense- for Timor-Leste. In accordance with the Constitution-, it shall
guarantee national independence,territorial integrity'and freedom and security of the populations
against any aggression or external threat. Following a Government decision in March 2007, the
F-FDTL provides static security at a number of key installations, ineluding the President's
residence.5

11. The International Stabilization Force (ISF) is an Australian-Ied and Security Council
endorsed-armed force which was deployed at the behest of the Government of Timor-Leste in
May 20066.In its Resolution 1704, the Security Council called upon the ISF to fully cooperate
with and provide assistance to UNMIT for the implementation of UNMIT's mandate. ISF
assistance can be requested to control law and order situations, prevent loss of life and property
and reinforce UNPOL and FPUs to defuse public disturbances in all 13 districts, and for specific
tasks such as during a high risk police raid or when ISF prevents police operations from being
disrupted from external elements (outer cordon).7On 11 February, the Prime Minister, supported
by the National Parliament, requested Australia to deploy additional ISF troops to Timor-Leste.
One hundred and twenty additional troops anq '70 Australian Federal Police Officers arrived on
12February 2008.

Trilateral CoordinationForum

12. While the primary responsibility for t~e maintenance of security and stability is with the
Govemment, UNMIT and ISF have important roles to support the Govemment in this regard. On
26 January 2007, the Govemment of Timor-Leste, the United Nations and the Government of
Australia signed a Memorandum of Understanding ("Trilateral Agreement") establishing a

-
3 Govemment officials and political figures inc1udethe Prime Minister, his wife, President ofthe National
Parliament, Minister ofForeign Affairs, Minister ofTourism and Commerce, Secretary of State for Security,
Minister of Justice, General Prosecutor, President ofthe Appeal Court, Minister of Agriculture, STAE Director, the
President ofthe Fretilin party, the Fretilin Secretary General, President ofPSD party, President of ASDT party and
the President ofthe CNRT party.
4 Code Cable CTX-006 of7 January 2008 refers.
5 F-FDTL provides static security at the Ministry ofthe Airport, Power Station, Comoro Market, Water Pump,
Ministry ofEducation, Ministry ofDevelopment, Ministry ofLabour, Ministry ofTransport, GPA and President's
residence.

6 As per the exchange ofIetters between the Govemments ofTimor-Leste and Australia of25 May 2006 and the
Status ofForces Arrangement between Timor-Leste and Australia of26 May 2006, both Govemments determined
that the ISF would at alI times remain under Australian operational control.
7 NOC's (National Operations Centre)"Standard Operating Proceduresfor Requesting ISF Assistance to UNPOL
in Po/ice Operations".

..
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TrilateralCoordina{ionForum as the principalcoordinationbody to discuss security issues
relevant to the management and stabilisationof the security environment in Timor-Leste. ln
accordance with the Trilateral Agreement, the F-FDTL, lSF and UNMIT also cooperate with
regard to securityoperations. On 11 February, at UNMIT's initiative, the Trilateral Coordination
Forum held an Emergency Meeting at 09:00 hrs. at the Office of the Prime Minister to set
priorities and coordinate the-securityresponse.8

The-State's Approach to the Alfredo Reinado lssue

13. After its inauguration in August 2007 the Govemment decided to engage in a dialogue
process with Alfredo Reinado. On 12 October 2007, President Ramos-Horta issued an order
which provided Alfredo Reinad09and his men with freedom of movement and the guaranteethat
neither he nor his -menwould be arrested while the dialogue process was ongoing. The President
further requested that alI national and intemati~nal institutions in Timor-Leste "fulIy respect,
comply with and implement the present order".lOThe President reiterated that the Govemment's
ultimate goal continued to be Reinado's voluntary surrender and submission to judicial
proceedings. According to the President, dialogue was the only way to finally resolve the 2006
crisis and to uphold justice. UNMIT supported the Govemment's position that dialogue was the
preferable means of bringing fugitive Reinado to justice.11

B. Attacks at the President's Compound

14. The narrative below is based on a timeline produced after having consulted the accounts
of some 80 persons with knowledge about the 11 February events and a review of relevant
documentation. The Panel has made efforts to be as precise as possible, in particular as to the
timing of the different events and actions. However, it should be noted that people utilised
different timepieces that are not synchronised. Therefore, times varied slightly from one source
to the other.12

Sequenceof Events

15.0n 11February2008 at about 06:00 hrs., President Jose Ramos-Horta left his residence to go
for his regular moming walk accompaniedby two F-FDTL soldiers, as he did not want to wake
up his PNTL close protection so early "just" to escort him on his walk.13 Only one of the two F-
FDTL guardswas armed and had a .45 calibrepistol.

-
8 Note on the EmergencyTrilateral CoordinationForum Meetingby O/DSRSG.The meeting was chaired by the
Prime Minister and attended by the Vice Prime Minister, F-FDTL Commander, the Prosecutor Gener.al, Acting
SRSG, Acting Chief of Staff, Acting Police Commissioner and ISF Commander, among others.
9 Alfredo Reinado, who was an F-FDTL Military Police Commander, left his base in Dili on 3 May 2006 with a
number of subordinates and policemen with their weapons and moved to the westem part of the country until his
arrest in Dili in July 2006. He and his men escaped from prison on 30 August 2006 and retreated to mountains in the
westem part ofthe country. Reinado was the leader ofthis group of armed men until his death on 11 February 2008.
10Order "Freedom of movement for Major Alfredo Reinado and his group" attached to Code Cable CTX-436 of 19
October 2007.

11Report ofthe Secretary-Generãl, Si2008/26, para 6.
12 The watch ofthe OperationsCommander (Becora 3) seems to consistentlydiffer from Mr. Dos Remédios'
timepiece by two to three minutes. Becora 3's timings differ four to tive minutes from those ofthe NOC. The NOC
timings seem to be consistently some tive minutes ahead ofthe timings provided by other witnesses, incIuding the
timings on the Timor Telecom bills. The NGO Security Adviser and NOC have a tive minute difference.
13Interview ofPresident Ramos-Horta with ABC on 28 March 2008.
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16. Shortlyafter 06:00 hrs., fugitiveAlfredo Reinado and some ofhis men armed with automatic
weapons arrived at the President's Compound.At the main gate, the group disarmed the F-FDTL
security guard standing in for a colIeaguewho had gone to the toilet. No shots were fired when
Reinado's group entered the Compound. Sixteen F-FDTL soldiers are bilIeted at the President's
Compound, 13 were present {)nthis day. By their own admission, with the exception of four14of
the 13, alI F-FDTL guards abandoned their posts for the period of Reinado's.occupation of the
Compound.15

17.The sl100tingstarted around 06:50 hrs. when an F-FDTL jeep coming from Metinaro was
shot at from inside the Compound. The driver, an F-FDTL member on his way to Dili, was
seriously wounded and his vehic1e crashed in the ditch alongside the road. Meanwhile, the
President walking on his way back home was seen at the Caz Bar. The Senior Legal Advisor to
the President, Paulo Dos Remédios who lives in the ,area,noticed that he-had two missed-calIson
his mobile telephone - one from the President at 06:55 hrs. and one frem the President's brother,
Arsenio Horta, at 06:58 hrs. Arsenio Horta later stated that he tried to reach Mr. Dos Remédios
after he had heard shots while he was still in his room at the President's Compound. Just before
07:00 hrs., the President received a phone calI from his sister who had been -toldby.a friend that
shots had been fired near his Compound.He told her that he was aware, and that he would try to
find out what was happening.

18.At 07:04 hrs., Mr. Dos Remédios calIed the President who answered and told him that he had
just been shot and needed help. Mr. Dos Remédios then calIed two other Presidential Advisers
and F-FDTL Commander Taur Matan Ruak. At 07:10 hrs. he left his house to go to the
President's Compound. Neither Mr. Dos Remédios nor Arsenio Horta informed the police or
calIed for an ambulance. However, at some time around 07:00 hrs., the Dispatch Centre of the
Ministry of Health received a phone calI from an unidentified person requesting an ambulance
for the President.16

19.The police received its first report of shots fired from the Presidential Compound at 06:59
hrs. through the National Operations Centre (NOC) when an intemational NGO SecurityAdviser
reported it. The NOC immediately dispatchedtwo UNPOL teams from the Becora Police Station
to the area to verify the reportoAccording to the CARLOG17record, both UNPOL teams (calI
signs B-ecora1.0 and 1.1) left Becora base at 06:59 hrs.

20. At 07:03 hrs., the Portuguese UNPOL Formed Police Unit (GNR18)was informed by a
Timorese neighbour of the President that shots were being fired in the area of the President's
Compound. The GNR Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) Team was about to leave their
compound to attend a shooting exercise, when the GNR Captain who is the Contingent

- 14Two F-FDTL soldiers accompanied the President on his walk, the third was forcefully disarmed by Reinado and
his men and kept at the entrance, and number four, who would later shoot Reinado, was still asleep.
15They only returned to the residenc.e after the evacuation of the President by ambulance and once GNR and
UNPOL had securedthe area. .

16 Whilethe Ministry ofHealth did not l~g this call, it confirmedthat the first person who called for an ambulance
noted that the President had been injured.
17All UNMIT vehic1es, with the exception ofFPU vehic1es, are connected to the CARLOG system - an electronic
device designed to log data about a vehic1e's movements, inc1uding its driver, the time ofstarting and switching off
the engine and the speed driven.
18Guarda Nacional Republicana Portuguese (GNR).
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Commander (hereafter referred to as the GNR Commander)directed them to immediatelyattend
the scene and to take their civilian nurse with them. Five to ten minutes later, lhe SWAT Team
left its compound in Caicol-iin two Armoured Personnel Carriers (APCs) accompanied by the
nurse. Some time around-97:10 hrs., F-FDTL Commander Taur MatanRuak arrived at the GNR
Headquarters to request help at the President's Compound. He was informed that the SWAT
Team had already been dispatched.19

21. At 07:05 hrs., the NOC received another phone call from a distressed woman reporting
gunfire in the area of the President's Compound. The NOC immediately dispatched an
ambulance and requested the GNR who were already on their way to attend toe scene. At 07:15
hrs., the NOC requested the ISF to assist UNPOL at the scene through an ISF Officer who is co-
located in the NOC.

22. At around 07:lO hrs., Becora 1.0 stopped ~70 metres from the President's Compound to
report automatic gunfire to the NOC. Mr. Dos Remédios, who was on his way to the President,
encountered Becora 1.0.Accordingto their CARLOG, Becora 1.1arrived at 07:14hrs.

23. The Becora Chief of Operations (call sign Becora 3) received a telephone call from the NGO
Security Advisor reporting shots fired from the President's Compound. He departed his
accommodation at 07:09 hrs?Oand joined Becora 1.0 and 1.1 at 07:18 hrs. Becora 3 chose the
location of the Safe Arrival Point in the two minutes before the two GNR APCs arrived. After
having briefly cORferred,Becora 3 and the GNR began.the approach to the Compound of the
President followed almost immediatelyby the ambulance of the Ministry of Health.

24. At 07:23 hrs. they located the President lying wounded on the ground in front of his
Compound. His brother Arsenio, his niece and Mr. Dos Remédios were with him. The nurse
accompanying the GNR provided critical trauma aid to stabilize the President. He applied
measures to stop bleeding, an IV drip an.d oxygen and accompanied the President when the
ambulance left at 07:25 hrs?1 for the Aspen Medical Clinic. The President was also accompanied
by his relatives and Mr. Dos Remédios and escorted by the PNTL Task Force and the GNR.

25. When the ambulance left, Becora 3 and the GNR Commanderdecided to withdraw down the
road as they did not have enough men to secure the area. While withdrawing, they noticed a
seriously injured person in the F-FDTLjeep that had crashed into a ditch on the side ofthe road.
Becora 3 applied advanced first aid, after which a second ambulance immediately arrived. The
ambulance left the scene at 07:30 hrs. for Dili Hospital.

-
26. At around 07:30 hrs., about 15 F-FDTL soldiers with long barrelled weapons arrived at the
scene by truck. At 07:35 hrs., a group of ISF soldiers of the New Zealand Military foIlowedon
foot, and they were later reinforced. At the request of Becora 3, the F-FDTL soldiers took a
position in the ditch along the main road to secure the parameter. At 07:40 hrs., an additional
GNR APC arrived at the scene, as well as ISF reinforcements. The GNR, assisted by the ISF,

.T

19At 07:20 hrs., he reportedly ente~edCamp Phoenix and then went to the Aspen Clinic where the President was
being treated.
20Per CARLOG recordo

21According to Becora 3's watch, by Mr. Dos Remédios' timepiece, it was 07:20 hrs. when the ambulance left for
the Aspen Clinic.
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then started to clear the area, inc1udinga number of buildings and shelters surrounding the
President's Compound.

27. While c1earingthe area, UNPOL were told that Alfredo Reinado and his men had attaeked
the President and that Reinado had been shot. Meanwhile,a teain of the National Investigations
Department (NID), includíng forensie experts arrivedat 07:45 hrs. at the Safe Arrival Point.

28. At around 08:00 hrs., the GNR entered the President's Compound-and loeated two bodies. F-
FDTL seeurity guards eonfirmed that the deeeased were Alfredo Reinado and one of his
assoeiates. Aeeording to witness aeeounts, a boy from an IDP family living in the Compound,
who had seen the graup enter, woke up one of the F-FDTL seeurity guards who later shot
Reinado and one of his men from the eover of the building in the kitehen area. Reinado was shot
after the attaek on the passing F-FDTL jeep, some time between 06:54 ana 07:02 -hrs22.
Immediately after Reinado was shot, his men fled th~Compound. It appears that on their way out
they eneounteredthe President and shot him.

29. At no point after the arrival of UNPOL at the seene were eredible sightings of the
perpetrators reported to UNPOL.At 08:42 hrs., the offieers ofthe NID arrived at the Presidential
Compound fram the Safe Arrival Point after the area had been cleared by the GNR and started
examining the crime seene and interviewingkey witnesses, which took aUday.

30. Shortly after 09:10 hrs., the Strategie IntelligeneeDepartment (SID) arrived at the seene and
eonfirmed that the deeeased were Alfredo Reinado and one of his men. This information was
then eommunieatedto the NOC and UNPOL on the seene ealled for the bodies to be removed by
ambulanee.Although the Prime Minister only offieiallyeonfirmed Reinado's death at 15:00hrs.,
the news was spreading rapidly resulting in numerous people without an official funetion
appearing at the scene to find out what had happened. In the meantime, steps whieh are detailed
in other seetions of the report were initiated tQ'prevent an outbreak of umest in the wake of this
attaek. 23

UNPOL Response Analysis

Po/ice and Ambulance Response Times.

-

31. Aeeording to witness aeeounts, Alfredo Reinado and his men were inside the President's
Compound for at least 50 minutes before the F-FDTL soldier shot Reinado and one of his men.
None of those present during that time, some 20 people including the eleven F-FDTL soldiers,
relatives, IDPs and staff, notified the poliee or alerted the President of the armed intrusion into
the Presidential Compound. The Panel notes they ehose to inform their personal eontaets of the
shootings, rather than the poliee. A number of people outside the Compound reportedly heard
gun shots between 06:47 hrs. and 06:59 hrs., when the NOC was first made aware of gunfire at
the President's Compound.

..
22 No witness reported the exact time..

23On UNMIT's initiative, an Emergency Trilateral Coordination Forum meeting was held at 09:00 hrs. to
coordinate the security response and to set priorities. In line with the joint security plan - developed in a subsequent
working levei meeting and approved by the Prime Minister - UNMIT together with ISF implemented a robust
security blanket throughout Dili and a reinforced presence in Covalima and Ermera districts.
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32. The PaneI also leamed that two calls made by UN staff members to the Security
OperationsCentre (SOC) at 06:53 hrs. and some time before 07:00 hrs., informing that gunshots
had been heard at and near the President's Compoundwere not followed by action?4As a result,
it is only six minutes later, at 06:59 hrs., that the NOC was notified by an intemational NGO
Security Advisor of"shots from the President's Residence,,25~The Night Shift Supervisor,who
took the call, did not seem to understand the gravity of the report as coming fromthe Presidential
Compound rather than from the vicinity. Therefore, she only dispatched two Becora Patrol
Teams to attend the scene. However, when the Day Shift Supervisor recognized the caller's
name as a dependable source and the second call reporting shots carne in, he requested an
ambulanceand dispatched the GNR.

33. According to UNMIT procedures, an 'FPU Tactics Team' is to be dispatched when
gunfire is reported?6 The Panel notes that the decision to dispatch two patrol units to verify the
report before dispatching the FPU SWAT Team ,was made by the NOC officer because in the.
preceding two weeks, the NOC had received a number of false reports of shots in this area, and
reports of gunfire in Dili are too frequently unsubstantiated to dispatch an FPU to each reporto
However, since gunfire was reported"from the President's Residence"the NOC should have
immediately activated the FPU SWAT Team as stipulated.in the s~po Nevertheless, the GNR
had already dispatched themselves at 07:03 hrs. rather than at 07:15 hrs. when the NOC called to
dispatchthe GNR.

34. The UNPOL response could have been up to four minutes faster if the GNR had been
called earlier by the NOC. This would have made a difference, provided only if the GNR
Commander had taken the same decision, as he did four minutes later, to send the GNR nurse
with the SWAT Team. In the Panel's view, the nurse's care ofthe President was instrumental in
stabilizing his condition to prevent further blood loss. Moreover, an earlier dispatching of the
GNR by the NOC would not have speededthe arrival ofthe ambulance.

35. Several sources made calls to activate an ambulance. At around 07:00 hrs., the
ambulance driver on duty in the Dispatch Centre of the Ministry of Health received a phone call
from an unidentified person requesting an ambulance for the President. While the Ministry of
Health did not log this call, it confirmedthat the first person who called for an ambulance noted
that the President had been injured. The N9C also called for an ambulance after the second call
reporting shots at 07:05 hrs. without knowing that casualties were involved. Regarding repeated
allegationsthat the ambulance was delayed at a "roadblock," the Ministry ofHealth informed the
Panel that the ambulancedriver drove unobstructedall the way to the President's Compound.27

36. Given the timeframe established by the Panel in which the President had been shot, he
had been lying wounded for a maximum of 19 minutes before the GNR and the ambulance
arrived at the scene.-
24 The exact time ofthe second phone call is unknown as neither ofthe two calls were logged by the soe although
the first call was verified ITomTimor Telecom records.

25NOe Log 11 February 2008.
26As per the NOe SOP"Formed Po/ice Units (FPUs)".
27The fact that the ambulance was not stopped at the Safe Arrival Point was corroborated by the NGO Security
Adviser who witnessed the scene.
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Safe Arrival Point

37. The Becora units who responded-to the incident report traveUed at speeds of up to
98km/h28to reach the scene. The first Patrol Team (Becora 1.0) stopped 370 metres from the
Presidential Compound when they saw a number of Timorese people-running and crying. A
Timorese woman told them that gunshotswere fired from the President's Compound.29Only one
of two -UNPOLswas armed with a pistol. Becora 1.0 immediately reported back to the NOC,
with automatic weapons fire being overheard during the call by the NOC operatm. The NOC
Shift Supervisor subsequently instructed them to wait for reinforcement of the appropriate force
levei before entering the firing zone.

38. The NGO Security Advisor, who was present at the Safe Arrival Point, recalls that a
Timorese man arrived at around 07:13 hrs. The man was very agitated urging the UNPOL Team
"to go there immediately." After interviewing the NGO Security Advisor, Mr. Dos Remédios,
and after reviewing the incident reports of the Becora units, the Panel found no indication that
Mr. Dos Remédios ever identified himself by name or title. The Panel assumes that this
individual telling the Becora unit "to go there immediately" was probably Mr. Dos Remédios.
Mr. Dos Remédios claims that he told the UNPOLs at the scene that the President was injured
and needed help, which was confirmed by the NGO Security Advisor. However, it remains
unclear if the UNPOL heard or understood what the individual actually said. In Becora 1.0's
incident report of 11 February, there is no mention of a civilian man at the scene and they did not
mention casualties when they briefed the Operations Commander and the GNR who arrived a
few moments later at the scene.30

39. At the time that Mr. Dos Remédios was present at the Safe Arrival Point, he was not
aware that the GNR SWAT Team had alreadybeen activated. The Panel notes that the UNPOL
Patrol Team - even if it had moved in - would not have affected the arrival time ofthe GNR, its
nurse and the ambulance, as they were already on their way. Furthermore, UNPOL Patrol Teams
are neither equipped nor trained to provide critical medical trauma aid to victims nor armed to
suppress insurgent activity.

-

40. At 07:18 hrs., Becora 3 arrived and established a Safe Arrival Point.31The establishment
of the Safe Arrival Point was in compliance with UNPOL Standard Operating Procedures. As
per the NOC's "Dealing With Disorder Standard Operating Procedure,"tactics have been
developed in order to"ensure the safety of members by providing a measured response to
incidents under command and contro!arrangements,"as follows:

. "The UNPOL units should be advised to approach the scene cautiously and
try to ascertain what is happeningfrom a distance."

. "Ensure there are sufficient staff availab!e to safe!y and effective!y deal with
the incident."

28 PerCARLOGrecords.
29Incident report of II February of Patrol Team Leader Becora 1.0.
30It was impossible to interview the UNPOLs, as they had already left the Mission at the time ofthe writing ofthis
reporto
31Also referred as Staging Area or Form-up Point.
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. "If serious civil disorder is found to be occurring the UNPOL units are to
withdraw to a safe spot and await further support."

. "A'safe Forming Up Point should be selected. This may be the point the units
have to withdraw to."

. "Provide a Form Up Point (FUP) for patrols to assemble prior to attending
disorder and civil unrest incidents to enable the PFC to better coordinate the

incident and his or her staff."
. "If UNPOL units are present wlien group violence breaks out they should be

directed to tactically withdraw immediately to a safe location (FUP) and
await support."

41. The Safe Arrival Point selected by Becora 3 satisfied the conditions of proximity, being
outside the direct view of the scene to avoid potential snipers and observation by attackers,
containing an area for passers-by to be turned around, and space to park emergency and first
response vehic1esuntil the attack zone is c1eared.The SOP also underlines that sufficient staff
should be available to safely and effectively deai with the incident and deter patrols from
arriving alone or in a haphazardmanner which could leavethem vulnerable to attack.

42. The GNR arrived two minutes after Becora 3 at the Safe Arrival Point, they conferred
briefly and moved in convoy towards the Presidential Compoundfollowed by1he ambulance.At
07:23 hrs.32 they located a person lying wounded on the ground in front of the Presidents
Compound. Three civilians were with him. AlI first responders at the scene (Becora 3, the GNR
Commander and the nurse) emphasized when questioned that they had no idea when they were
dispatched and when they found the first casualty that it was the President. All confirmed that
they treat all the requests for aid in the same manner with the highest priority being the safety of
the victims and staff.

43. The Panel conc1udesthat the establishment of a Safe Arrival p{)intwas a standard safety
action and that it did not impedeany emergency services or personnel from reaching the scene as
substantiated by alI witnesses and participants at the scene. The decision of the first UNPOL
teams to wait for reinforcement and to establish a Safe Arrival Point is justified as moving into
the scene at that stage would have risked further injury or death and it would not have expedited
the arrival ofthe GNR with its nurse or the.ambulance.33

c. Attack on the Prime Minister's Motorcade

Sequenceof Events

-
44. At about 07:30 hrs. on 11 February, an UNPOL Close Security Protection Officer
informed the Prime Minister that the President had been shot after he had received the
information from his PNTL colleague. The Prime Minister then told his Close Security
Protection (CSP) team to prepare the motorcade, which left the house at 07:37 hrs.34A PNTL
vehicle headed the motorcade, followed by the vehic1eof the Prime Minister. The third vehic1e
was that of two UNPOL GSP.-oftlcers. The Prime Minister's wife and children stayed behind,

32According to Becora 3's watch, which seems to consistently differ from Mr. Dos Remédios's timepiece by 2-3
minutes.

33"A dead hero helps nobody,"Becora 3 to!d the Pane! when asked why he decided to establish a Safe Arriva! Point.
34According to CARLOG records.
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waiting for her CSP Team, WROwould only arrive on shift at 08:00 hrs. However, three PNTL
ofticers provided static security at the house, although it appears only one had a long barrelled
weapon.

45. At about 07:40 hrs., about 800 meters from the Prime Minister's Residence, the
motorcade carne under automatic weapons tire from both sides of the road. To draw guntire
away from the Prime Minister's vehicle, the UNPOL vehicle stopped, and one of the UNPOL
CSP Ofticers stepped out on the road and opened tire on the closest gunman using a PNTL Styer
machine gun. The Prime 'Minister managed to escape unharmed. Shortly thereafter, the driver of
the PNTL vehicle lost control of his vehicle, which crashed into a ravine: Due to a flat tyre, the
Prime Minister's vehicle was forced to stop about two kilometres down the road. The Prime
Minister, the driver and a PNTL CSP Officer continuedon foot.

46. Meanwhile, the two UNPOL retumed to the Residence to protect the Prime Minister's
family. The PNTL CSP driver ofthe Prime Minister's wife, who was himself on the way to the
Residence, said to go to the Residence. From the Residence at about 07:45 hrs., the Prime
Minister's UNPOL CSP Officer called the Prime Minister's driver who passed the phone on to
the Prime Minister. The latter informed that he was safe and directed the UNPOL CSP Team to
protect his family. Armed men in camouflage uniforms were spotted by the UNPOL CSP
Officers.at several points overlooking the Residence. According to the PNTL CSP Officers who
went out to talk to the armed men, they were from Reinado's group and Salsinha was among
them. During their conversation, they reportedly asked the PNTL members to surrender their
weapons and inquired how many weapons were with the UNPOL CSP Officers. They also asked
the PNTL members to leave the Residence so they could attack the UNPOL. The PNTL
membersdid not agree to any oftheir requests.

-

47. At 08:00 hrs., the UNPOL CSP Team Leader reported to the NOC that the Prime
Minister's motorcade had been ambushed and 'subsequently split and that he and his colleague
were back at the Prime Minister's Residence. He also asked for a helicopter to rescue the Prime
Minister's family. He told the Panel that he also requested backup. At about the same time, F-
FDTL Commander Taur Matan Ruak called the GNR Commander who was at the President's
Compoundto inform him about the attack on the Prime Minister's motorcade. Without reporting
to NOC, the GNR Commander immediatelyqirected two GNR APCs to proceed to the scene. At
08:22 hrs., the NOC requested the Dili Sub-District to send two patrol units to attend"the
situation at the Prime Minister's residence."At 08:25 hrs., the NOC activated the GNR, who
were already on their way, informing them that the Prime Minister's motorcade had been
ambushed and that the UNPOL CSP Team was at the Prime Minister's Residence. At 08:40 hrs.,
the NOC requested ISF to send troops to the PrimeMinister's Residence. The ISF arrived shortly
after the GNR, but took no action. At 09:30 hrs., the UNPOL CSP Team Leader notitied the
NOC that the GNR had arrived and they were about to evacuate the Prime Minister's family and
bring them to the Govemment Palace.

Role ofthe Prime Minister's UNPOL Close ProtectionTeam
'1

48. The only UNMIT involvement in any protective capacity for the President and the Prime
Minister on 11February was the Prime Minister's UNPOL Close Security Protection. When the
Prime Minister was informed by his CSP elements that the President had been shot at his
residence and taken to hospital, the Prime Minister decided to immediately leave his home.
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Neither the PNTL nor the UNPOL, despite being aware of the possible risks, advised him to
limit hi-smovements for security reasons. When the Prime Minister's motorcade carne under fire,
one of the UNPOL CSP Officers mounted a counterattack on the assailant using a PNTL Styer
machine gun. Although UNPOL35are only allowed to carry pistols, the Panel considers that the
UNPOL CSP officer used the best means available in view of the imminent threat and used
proportionate force that may have saved the life of the Prime Minister. The Styre machine gun
belonged to the PNTL CSP team that did not show up for work that day. The UNPOL CSP
officers' decision to retum to the Prime Minister's Residence was ajudgment call based on their
knowledge that the Prime Minister had already left the scene. lt was made at the request of the
PNTL CSP Driver of the Prime Minister's wife, and the knowledge that the latter and her
children were without close protection and were only protected at their home by three PNTL
static guards without sufficient frrepower.ln hindsight, the Panel, knowing that Salsinha and his
armed rebels had surrounded the Residence, believes that the decision by the UNPOL CSP
Officersto retum to the Residence to protect the family, was the correct decision.

UNPOLResponse Analvsis

Eseort of the Prime Minister's Family

49. After the ambush on the Prime Minister's motorcade, approximately 90 minutes elapsed
from the time the Prime Minister's CSP Team requested through the NOC at 08:00 hrs., a
helicopter evacuation for the Prime Minister's family at the Residence, until the actual
evacuation by the two GNR APCs at about 09:30 hrs. took place. The Panellooked into some of
the issues and documentation surrounding this delayed response, including the escorting of the
Prime Minister's family to a safe place and securing ofthe three crime scenes resulting from the
ambush on the Prime Minister's motorcade.

50. The 08:00 hrs. telephone call from the Prime Minister's UNPOL CSP Team Leader (call
sigo PZ1.2) was answered by a NOC PNTL officer who handed the phone to an UNPOL Radio
Operator. The Radio Operator recorded the following on his job sheet,"PZI.2 informed NOC
that the eonvoy ofthe PM heading to Dili was ambush. PZI.2 was eut oiffrom the eonvoy and
returned to PM residenee to guard the wife and ehildren of the PM Requested Heli evaeuation
of PM's family." The NOC requested the lSF to send a helicopter but no helicopter was ever
sent. The CSP Team Leader told the Panel that he had also requested backup. However, it
appears that the NOC Operator did not hear nor understand this request, if it was made as the
Team Leader said, and no units were dispatchedto rescue the family.

-
51. lt appears that for the 22 minutes following this telephone call various NOC personnel
were attempting to locate the Prime Minister's whereabouts - he was at that time unaccounted
for - as a priority. The Telephone and Radio Operators were repeatedly trying to call the CSP
Team Leader who did not respond.36

52. The Prime Minister'SR€?sidencelies within the area ofresponsibility ofDili Sub-District.
At 08:22 hrs., the NOC Gall~dthe Dili Sub-District Patrol Supervisor (call sigo Dili 1.0), and

35 Exceptmembersofthe FPU.
36The telephone reception at the Prime Minister's residence is reported not to be good and requires going outside
the house which was not advisable at this time because ofthe gunmen surrounding the house.
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recorded the following,"Notified Dili 1.0 that there is a situation in the PM's residents and send
twa (2) Dili units ASAP in the location."No unit ever responded to the scene.

53. The NOC also dispatched the GNR to the location at 08:25 hrs. although the GNR
Commander had been notified of the ambush on the Prime Minister's motorcade between 07:45
and 08:00 hrs. by F-FDTL Commander Taur Matan Ruak and was already on its way. At 08:45
hrs., the NOC was informedby the OlC Security that the Prime Minister had arrived safely at his
office. At 09:24 hrs.,the lSF reportedly arrived in the area ofthe Prime Minister's Residence but
could not locate the CSP-Team Leader and since the GNR had arrived, the lSF left without
performing any significant actions. Six minutes later at 09:30 hrs., the CSP Team Leader
reported that the GNR had arrived and that they were moving out together with the Prime
Minister's family. At 09:36 hrs., he reported to the NOC that they had arrived at the Govemment
Palace.

Timeliness of Escort Arrival

54. The Panel was unable to find any evidence suggesting that the GNR were told by the
NOC that they had to extract the Prime Minister's family from harms way when they were
instructed to attend the scene. The fact that it took them over an hour to arrive on site at the
Residence can be attributed to several factors. The GNR did not know exactly where the
Residence was located as they had only been in country for two weeks. The GNR also stopped
twice on the way. Firstly, to disarm a group of armed men they encountered, who tumed out to
be PNTL CSP Officers. Secondly,to inspect the PNTL vehicle that was abandoned in the ravine.

55. The NOC, although calling lSF for a helicopter rescue of the Prime Minister's family,
did not seem to have tracked the result of their lSF request nor had made any additional moves to
ensure that the family was actually rescued in a timely manner. Although there are opposing
views on whether the message of the Prime Minister's Close Protection Team Leader to send
backup units was actually sent or understood, the Panel questions why the NOC - which
exercises a command and control role during crisis situations - did not track whether a helicopter
evacuation occurred since the request is clearly noted on thejob sheet,37

56. After attempting to dispatch both th.e Dili Sub-District units and the GNR, the NOC
neither ensured that an extraction team was sent by road nor did it track its timely arrival as per
the NOC SOP"Roles and Duties of Shift Supervisor," that states that the NOC"Takes an active
command and control role in the event of any serious or emergency situations."This is of
particular concem since the NOC seems to have been aware ofthe gravity ofthe request,38

-
57. Even more problematic is the absence of any concrete response from Dili Sub-District
and the ambiguous responses the Panel received in this regard. However, the Panel notes that
when the NOC called Dili Sub-District on 11 February 2008 at 08:22 hrs. stating"there is a
situation in the Prime Minister 's house and needed two Dili units as soon as possible at the
location," no action was forthcomingthat moming..
37 NOC logged at 08:00 hrs.:"Requestedfor helicopter to evacuate thefamily ofthe PM'.
38 The Panel noted one ofthe NOC job sheets reviewed was entitled"Gunshots by unknown peop/e at the /ocation"
and on another the title was"The Prime Minister 's residence probab/y surrounded by gun men"where the
Operators logged the events.
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58. However,accordingto the Patrol Supervisorof Dili Sub-District,Dili 1.0,he directed his
patrol units to rally at the station to ensure that they were issued and wearing their protective
gear. The Panel noted that the NOC had already sent out the message to all UNPOL units to don
their protective gear at 07:15 hTS.Patrol Supervisor Dili 1.0claims that the Station Commander
instructed them to remain at the Station to await further instruction,and also that after the NOC's
.call to go to the Prime Minister's Residence, the Station.Commanderwould not 1etthem go as
there had been"reports of armed men up there"and he did not want his patrols to attend the
scene without ISF or GNR escort.

59. The Panel also interviewed the UNPOL Chief of Operations with regard to NOC'-s
dispatching role. He confirmed that the NOC has the ability toconnect with any unit in the
country in its area of responsibility and to task them to carry out necessary action. When
questioned whether it is compulsory to implemept dispatch tasking from the NOC, the Chief of
Operations stated that this was an order and not a request for the police. Thus, the police
receiving the call "must give feedback in real time" (immediately respond by acknowledging
their response to the order) when the NOC dispatches, as well as that the unit must respond and
that the NOC log its response. The Panel could not determinewhether or not this had been done
fromthe various log sheets it reviewed.

60. Dili Sub-Districtdid not at any time directly acknowledgenor report that they declinedto
send units to attend the Prime Minister's Residence as ordered. Instead, at 08:4-0hrs., Dili Sub-
District Operations Commander (Dili 3.0) requested ISF assistance to escort the patrols to the
Prime Minister's Residence. The NOC immediately relayed the request and at 08:55 hrs., ISF
left their base to go to the Prime Minister's Residence.

61. A NOC Operator told the Panel that he had problems raising the Dili patrols on the radio
at first. One patrol unit said it could not re.spondto the call because he was alone in the vehicle
and another patrol unit wanted to wait for the FPU to attend the scene. Both GNR and ISF went
directly to the scene without passing by the police station to escort patrol units. Dili Sub-District
units never responded to the Prime Minister's Residence that moming and at 11:20 hrs., the
NOC activatedthe PNTL Task Force from Aileu to guard the Prime Mlnister's Residence.

62. During that moming the only action logged as taken by Dili Sub-District was the
dispatching of two Dili Sub-District units at 09:37 hrs., to assist in escorting the President's
brother to his Residenceand back. This was requestedby the NOC after the ISF Commanderhad
advised the NOC that the President's brother needed assistance at 09:34 hrs to collect passports.
The Dili Sub-Districtsunits completed the task at 10:46hrs. From interviewing three more Dili
Sub-District patrol officers, the Panel only encountered one other Patrol Officer who
accompanied his Contingent Commander to guard the front gate at the Dili UNPOL
Headquartersand one who was "static for quite sometime.,,39-
63. If the NOC believed that the Dili Sub-Districtdid not correctly respond to its order, the
NOC may have contacted the- chain of command (through the Dili District Commander)
according to what the UN'POLChief of Operations told the Pane!. The Panel could not speak
with the Dili Sub-District Commander or the Dili District Commander as they had already left

39Response of a Dili Patro! Officer on the question what he was doing in the morning of 11 February 2008 after
they were called into the Station to check they had their protective gear.
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the Mission at the time of writing this report, although an e-mail query was sent to the former
Dili Sub-DistrictCommander for w.hichno reply has yet been received.

Response to the Crime Scene

64. The Panel also observed there was a significant time lag in the UNPOL response to
securing the crime scenes related to the ambush on the Prime Minister's motorcade. The crime
scenes went unattended by UNPOL for over four hours, including the ambush site as well as the
site where the PrIme Minister abandoned his vehicle because of the flat tyre and the location
where the PNTL lead vehicle went offthe road into the ravine.

65. A NID inve.stigatorwas requested to analyze the evidence surroundingthe ambushon the
Prime Minister. He departed the President's Compound at around 11:30 hrs. with one Language
Assistant as there were no other NID personnelto accompany him because no PNTL NID
Officers carneto the crime scenes at the President's Compound. The NID investigator found the
bullet-holed and abandoned Prime Minister's vehicle, determined this was not the ambush site,
and contacted the NOC for assistance in order to continue and to search for the actual ambush
site. At 12:10 hrs., the NOC dispatched Dili units to assist the NID investigator to secure the
Prime Minister's vehícle. The NID Investigator left his Language Assistant to guard the site and
continued in the direction of the Prime Minister's Residence until he found the PNTL lead.
motorcade vehicle in the ravine about three kiJometres from the Prime Minister's vehicle. He
informed the NOC of this and requested back up and Dili 1.1 was sent. The Investigator then
identified the site of the ambush. At this point, he secured the site and waited for Forensics to
arrive which did not happen until 17:00 hrs. as they were at the President's Compound. No
forensic PNTL staff reported to work at the crime scenes on 11 February leaving the Forensic
Unit short staffed.

66. The NOC/PNTL activated the Bombeiros (Dili fire brigade) and the Prime Minister's
vehicle was towed to the PNTL Headquarters for safekeeping. The vehicle in the ravine
remainedthere unguarded ovemight; in the mass redeployment of UNPOL on the evening of 11
February, no static guard wasassigned to guard it. This was also due to the fact that the UNMIT
crane operator was no longer available because of safety considerations for UN staff in view of
the lateness of the hour when the crane.was fequested. In addition, it was deemed to be a traffic
accident as the vehicle was not fired upon in the ambush.

-

67. The Panel's initial review of the UNPOL response times to the issues involved in the
different facets ofthe ambush on.the Prime Minister reveal a need for deeper query on thepart of
UNPOL to ensure that an appropriate leveI of attention was given by UNPOL to handle each
aspect of the response to the attack, including ensuring that information flowed and was acted
upon appropriately and that command and control issues were properly exercised. This could be
accomplishedas a part of an UNPOL's After Action Review ofthe events of 11 February 2008,
or it might already have been done within some section of UNPOL. However, the Panel was
unable to verify this.

.,
D. Observations on Security Arrangements

68. With regard to static security arrangementsat the residence of both the President and the
Prime Minister, the Panel notes that UNMIT has no responsibility for these areas. Nonetheless,
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the Panel observed that some basic safety precautions were not in place to better protect the
President and Prime Minister from harm. Both residences lack high waUs or other structural
barriers to prevent attackers from entering the premises. In addition, the Prime Minister's
Residence is surrounded by hills where reconnaissance can be done or an attack launched, and
assailants can enter the compound on foot paths without the gate guard's knowledge. A risk
assessment might be undertaken to strengthen security arrangements of both these or future
residences.

69. The Panel also suggests that a review is conducted regarding the number, type and shift
scnedules ofpersonnel detailed to guard the President and Prime Minister, so that, given the new
circumstances, the protection they receive in a static manner at their residences and while they
are carrying out their duties are optimised.Training on the necessity to be appropriately armed at
alI times and tDprevent close protection officers alIowing their Principal (VIP) to enter an active
firing zone or danger zone and using overlapping shift schedulescould also be contemplated.

E. Capturing Reinado's Insurgents

70. The Panel notes that the international forces have been criticized for not immediately
pursuing tnose responsible for the attacks of 11 February. President Ramos-Horta said in an
ABC interview on 28 March 2008 that critics felt that the perpetrators could have been captured
"within hours" if a cordon and search operation had immediately been initiated. LegalIy
speaking, any police officer, or in their absence, any person witnessing an offence can carry out
an arrestinflagrante delicto.40However,when the GNR SWAT team and UNPOL arrived at the
scene, it was immediately made known to them by F-FDTL soldiers that the attacks had been
perpetrated by the fugitive Alfredo Reinado and his men, who were armed with automatic
weapons. Therefore, the attack on the President was clearly of a military nature.41The DPKO
Policy "Authority, Command and Control in United Nations Multidimensional Peacekeeping
Operation" dated April 2007, gives the circumstances where the FPUs have primacy in
addressing the situation in support of or ih cooperation with national law enforcement. This
occurs in a situation of disorder of a non-military nature which"refers to the situations of public
disorder where there is no sustained use offirearms or military weaponry," which was clearly
not the case ofthe attackersofthe Presidential Compound.

71. At a strategic leveI, the Panel notes that the Emergency Trilateral Coordination Forum
meeting held on 11 February at 09:00 hrs. did not prioritize capture of the perpetrators nor ask
UNPOL to participate in any such capture, other than by setting up roadblocks. Stakeholders

-
40Any police authority or any person witnessing an offence may carry out an arrestinflagrante delicto. Flagrante
delicto refers to any crime that is in the process ofbeing committed or that hasjust been committed.Flagrante
delicto also applies to any case in which the perpetrator is, as soon as the crime has been committed, tracked down
by any person or found with items or indications that clearly show that he or she has just committed or taken part in
the crime." (article 218-219 Decree Law 13/2005 - Timor-Leste Criminal Procedure Code).
"With the exception offlagrante delicto, an arrest may only be carried out without a warrant if:

1. Pre-trial detention is l1dmissible, AND

2. There are strol1g !ndications that the defendant is preparing to escape legal action, AND
3. The situation is too urgent or dangerous to waitfor a Judge's intervention."

(article 220, Timor-Leste Criminal Procedure Code)."
41This is defined in DPKO Policy as situations"where there is sustained use offirearms or military weaponry. 1n
such circumstances units ofthe Military Component should have primacy in addressing such situations in support of
or in cooperation with relevant national agencies".
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agreed that the coordinationofthe security response to the 11 February events between UNPOL,
PNTL, F-FDTL and ISF was critical. The Forum prioritized the strengthening of security in and
around a number of key national institutions in Dili, enhancing the close protection of
government representatives, and establishing checkpoints around the city. The Government only
requested ISF's assistance, with UNMIT's support, for the capture of Reinado's men on 13
February after an exchange of letters.

72. Neither UNPOL nor FPUs have the mandate or the capacity to apprehend insurgents
armed with automatic weapons, camouflaged in military fatigues in a terrE-inthey are familiar
with and who had the added advantage of being on higher ground. The insurgents could only
have been pursued through a military operation which would have required prior coordination
between the Government and the ISF if international forces were to have initiated pursuit rather
the F-FDTL who saw the attackersinflagrante de/icto.Had the capture ofthe perpetrators been
deemed a priority by the F-FDTL or the Trilateral CoordinationForum, for UNMIT this would
have been a clear case of a Tier 3 situation as per the"Standard Operating Procedure for
Requesting ISF Assistance to UNPOL in Po/ice Operations"that states,"lmmediate ISF

assistance sought at a situation where UNPOLlFPUresources are unable to adeguately respond
to that situation"which also outlines situations where ISF support is appropriate.4

73. Any action by the UNPOL or indeed the ISF without proper consultation with the
Government may not only have put lives in jeopardy, but may have also not achieved the desired
results. Indeed, on 4 March 2007 for instance, actions undertaken by ISF failed to apprehend
Reinado and his men. Five of Reinado's men were killed in a lethal exchange of fire. A short but
severe spike in violence ensued in Dili and tensions in the western part -af the country, causing
instability and the overstretchingof UNMIT' s resources.

74. It is difficult to ascertain whether re~uests made auhe operationallevel to ISF to pursue
the perpetrators and to dispatch helicopters4 .everreached the appr-apriateleveI in the ISF chain
of command. No one had the time to authorize and fill out the cumbersome ISF Request Form
although support was requested through the alternate methods as per the SOP.44During its
review, the Panel ascertained that a UN staff member on site at the President's Compound heard
from the ISF that the ISF were going after the attackers. The GNR Commander informed an ISF
soldier that an F-FDTL soldier had advised that the perpetrators were hiding in the hills and that
ISF leadership should be requested to authofise a pursuit. The NOC Shift Supervisor requested,

-

42 ISF assistance can be requested to controllaw and order situations, prevent loss of life and property and reinforce
UNPOL and FPUs to defuse public disturbances in all the 13 districts and for specific tasks such as during a high
risk police raid or when ISF prevents police operations trom being disrupted trom externa! elements (outer cordon).
43ISF helicopters were requested to rescue the Prime Minister's family trom the Residence during the time his
family was there surrounded by Salsinha's men after the ambush. Requests were made by the UNPOL CSP Team
Leader to the ISF Liaison Officer, the Prime Minister's wife through her Secretary, and the NOC. None were ever
sent a1though one was sighted passing over the vicinity ofthe Presidential Compound later in the morning of 11
February around 10:00 hrs.
44 The SOP states in section 6 Tier 3 Assistance:
"6.2. In the situation where itis asse~sed.that Tier3 assistanceis required the fol!owing procedureis to be
adhered to:

a. "If an UNPOL or PNTL cal! sign has responded to a situation that requires further assistance, the cal!
sign is to inform the NOC through normal means of communications. The next step in the escalation
offorce is to deploy a FPU element at the discretion ofthe NOC supervisor."This did occur.

e. "Ifthe UNPOL LO (ISF POC) cannot be contacted, the FPU Commander or FPU Operations Office
should request ISF support through the NOC Supervisor to the ISF staffin the NOC."This did occur.
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but did not log, the ISF staff assigned to the NOC to contact their hierarchy to have ISF pursue
the perpetrators. All these requests were made at a tactical or operational leveI, not at the
strategic leveIas far as the Panel could ascertain.

F. Prevention ofthe 11 February Incidents

75. The intemational forces have also been criticised after the 11 February incidents for
failing to anticipatethe attacks, including failure to track the movements of Alfredo Reinado and
his men into Dili.

76. The Panel notes that UNMIT had reported on rising tensions in the weeks leading
up to 11 February attacks, including potential security implications related to the Govemment's
engagement with the Petitioners as well as Reinado's attempts to link the Petitioners and those
who decided to join Petitioners' spokesperson Sal,sinhaand Reinado's group.45In its reports, the
Mission also highlighted three incidents which occurred in the week prior to the 11 February
attacks.46All these issues were discussed with the President, the Prime Minister and Fretilin
Secretary-General Alkatiri.47From the intelligence shared by all the partners, including the
Trilateral Coordination Forum, none of these developments suggested the possibility of attacks
on the President and the Prime,Minister. On 11 February, the Prime Minister told the Acting
SRSG after the Emergency Trilateral Coordination Forum meeting that he had at no point
envisagedthat such attacks could take place.

77. As for UNMIT's and ISF' s failure to monitor the movements of Reinado and his men, it
need only be reminded that, on 12 October 2007, President Ramos-Horta issue-dan order which
provided Alfredo Reinado and his men with freedom of movement and the guaranteethat neither
he nor his men would be arrested while the dialogue process was ongoing. As such, it was not
the responsibilityof UNMIT to monitor and report on movements by Reinado and his men.

G. Compliance with UNPOL Procedures

78. This section outlines the relevant DPKO and Mission SOPs applicable to the various
UNPOL officers responding to the events of 11February. The actions carried out and processes
followed by the different branches of UN~OL active in responding to the events of 11 February
were assessedwith a view to ascertaining the existence and relevance of their standard operating
procedures as well as the knowledge and training ofthe officers ofthe SOPs as a guide to weigh
the appropriateness of UNPOL's response. In general, the NOC and the NID have a good
proceduralbase with their officers frequentlyquoting procedure when questioned by the Panel as
to why they executed various actions that day. By contrast, the CSP and the GNR FPU have no
standardoperatingprocedures and do not see this as an area to correct.

-
..I 45 UNMITWeeklySituationReport,CodeCableCTX-059of5 February2008.

46Incidents inc\ude the firing of gunshots in ErrneraDistrict by Reinado and his rnen on 6 February2008, when they
carne across an ISF patrol, as well as explosive devises detonated in the vicinity of the Petitioners Cornpound in
Aitarak Laran, and at the ISF Carnp Phoenix in Dili on 6 and 7 February2008 respectively. UNMIT Daily Situation
Report, of? February2008 and 8 February 2008. There was no indicationthat the three incidentswere linked.
47See Code CablesCTX-004 of7 January 2008, CTX-014of 11 January 2008, CTX-054 of2 February2008, CTX-
055 of2 February2008, CTX-057 of 4 February2008, CTX-063 ofFebruary 2008.
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National Operations Centre (NOC)

NOC Operations

79. As per its S-OPentitled "Dealing with Disorder," the National Operations Centre (NOC)
serves as a communicationshub and dispatchespolice units to respond to reported incidents. For
major incidents or emergencies,the NOC is to provide command and control support and advises
the higher echelons of the police and prepares situation reports.

80. While the NOC logged information to the extent possible, there were problems with the
accuracy and thoroughness of logging on that day. This can in part be explained by the sheer
volume of calls and the inexperience of some of the Radio Operators. ln addition, the NOC log
did not provide a fail-proof chronology of events as NOC staff members were loggingtimes
basedon a varietyof personaltimepieces- whichwerenot synchronized- ratherthanon one
centralclock. .

81. lnterpretation of a provision of the NOC SOP may have delayed the moment when the
NOC notified the UNPOL leadership of the attack on the President. The SOP states that"The
night shift supervisor wi/l text-message the Po/ice Commissioner prior to 0630 hrs. each
morning Df any significant incidents overnight. Evenif nothing -toreport a message to that effect
should be sent."The Shift Supervisor sent a text message to the Acting Police Commissionerand
other relevant parties at 07:30 hrs., which in his own words"was very labour intensive"and took
him no less than 20 minutes to send because of constant operational interruptions.He could have
contacted the Acting Police Commissioner, who was already aware of the incident through
informal communications means at that time, by telephone as this was a critical incident. Other
minor procedural issues include the need to update the Aeromedical Evacuation (AME)
Procedure to the January 2008 version, updating the"Dea/ing with F-FDTL"SOP and the Senior
Command to be Advised of Serious lncid~nts section of the"Roles and Duties of Shift
Supervisor"SOP.

82. Its staffing limitations notwithstanding, the NOC complied with UN procedures and
contributed to ensuring that operations were conducted as fluidly as possible. However, the
NOC's task of dispatching was in some.instances complicated by the fact that not all units were
fully equipped to proceed immediately to thi "hot scene." For example, at 07:15 hrs., the NOC
informed all police officers to don their protective gear given the serious incidents taking place.
This forward thinking safety move exposed the issue that some UNPOLs did not carry their
protective gear with them at all times. Valuable time was spent returning to their
accommodationsor other locations to get their gear.

The NOC as Command Centre

-
83. The NOC attempted to take a command role in the immediate aftermath ofthe attack on
the President, but was insufficiendy resourced at that time. It is only at 09:00 hrs. that additional
staff arrived as part of their usual shift. These staff took on routine duties such as traffic
accidents and crimes unrelatêd to the crisis events of11 February. The team of Radio and
Telephone Operators who responded to the attack incident calls reportedly consisted of junior
officers with varying degrees of language proficiency and professionalism. Furthermore, given
the overwhelming number of calls, Language Assistants were requested to take calls, although
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they are not qualified police officers and not trained to log, analyze and respond to emergency
calls. The Panel does not believe the NOC has the dedicated_resources or skilled staff in
sufficient numbers, induding experienced Radio and Telephone Operators, to handle a multi-
layered crisis with far reaching security implications and to function as a Command Centre in
these circumstances,and that this may have affected the UNPOL response.

84. In order to function as a true national Command Centre48in a crisis situation, more
experienced and higher ranking staff should be designated in the SOP and automatically
activated by the Shift Supervisor or other designated officers as necessary to operate the
Command Centre. This command team should be based in a room adjacent to the NOC, which
is modelled on the concept49of the Crisis Management Room for the Crisis Management Team
and fully equipped with communicationsgear. The CommandCentre staffwith a higher leveI of
expertise and authority, induding Operators, would immediately analyze incoming data, task
available assets and have immediateaccess to sepior leadershipof the Mission, Govemment and
Intemational Forces.

Formed Police Units (FPU)

85. As per the DPKO Policy of 9 November 2006"Functions and Organization of Formed
Police Units in UnitedNations-Peacekeeping Operations,"the FPU are used for crowd and riot
control tasks and may conductjoint patrols with nationallaw enforcementpatrols. Command and
Control arrangements-for FPUs are defined by the tactical requirements a1thoughthey report
through the Deputy Police Commissioner to the Police Commissioner who controls their
operations.

86. While the GNR FPU was instrumental in the initial UNPOL response on 11
February, the Panel observed that their Commander was not aware of UN or Mission-specific
SOPs related to operations ofUNPOL or FPUs or requirementsto report their whereabouts to the
NOC. The GNR operated in line with tactical SOPs for operations in Portugal and 'Rules of
Engagement' which actually apply to the military component and not UNPOL. UNPOL uses the
'Directivefor the use of Force and Firearms'as per the DPKO Policy"Authority command and
ControI in United Nations Multidimensional Peacekeeping Operations."The GNR
Commander's lack of knowledge of rele:vantUN SOPs contravenes DPKO's"Guidelines for
FPUs on Assignment with Peace Operations",which states that it is required to"Ensure and
monitor that all members of the FPU [need to beJ aware of their responsibilities, including
through induction, to adhere, both in and of! duty, to these guidelines, standard operating
procedures and all other UnitedNations rules, regulationsand other issuances."

The National InvestigationsDepartment (NID)

- 87. The "UNMIT National Investigation Department Standard Operating Procedures,"
which is based on the Timor-Leste Code of Criminal Procedure, states that although the main
powers of investigationrest with the Public Prosecutor, UNPOL is a procedural participant with
an important role in criminal inveStigation,especially in the initial stages. The SOP further states
that,"Thefirst contactwith fne crime scene, thepreservation and seizing of evidence, and initial

48On 11 February, the Dili District Commander and Chief ofOperations attempted to restructure the operations in
an ad hocmanner for a short period oftime.
49Similar to DPKO policy on Crisis Management.
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inquiries with witnesses and suspects are the responsibility ofthe investigators and are crucial to
the success of the investigation."And further, "the investigating officer shouldundertake the
foliowing initial activities:

. Secure andprocess the crime scene, coordinatingwith the Forensic Unitfor
technical requirementsif necessary; .

. Locate and identify as many witnesses aspossible and take relevant sworn
statements;

. Obtain anyphysical and/or material evidence;"

The SOP also-underlinesthat"Ali investigators musJbear in mind that only the initial inquiries
are those tha! are considered urgent in order to establish theparticulars of a case or to prevent
the concealment, loss or destruction of evidence (such as processing the crime scene and
obtaining witness details) or to preserve the safety of an individual."

88. The on-scene investigators attempted to comply with all the above mentioned steps.
However, some could not be complied with as the site became closed to the investigators and
witnesses unavailable for questioning despite the legal requirement that"Unlike a suspect, a
witness is obliged to provide information about thefacts-they witnessed."The investigatorsdid
-interview as many people on the scene as possible at the moment and were able to obtain
statements from many later, but certain Government employees or family members and close
associates ofthe President were no longeravailable once they left the incident scenes. Negative
comments made by officials carried in the press -did not facilitate openness on the part of
witnesses working with the Government. However, the investigators' proactive approach
allowed the gathering ofevidence that would have been lost later when access to the witnesses
was closed.

89. The above mentionedNID SOP also states that investigatorsare to:
. "Preserve the scene of the crime unttl it has been thoroughly examined.

Where possible fingerprint ànd photograph the scene;"

The scene was photographed. However, the F-FDTL restricted the
investigatorsaccess to the President's Compoundto continue their
examinationsonthe dayssubsequentto11February. .

. "Thesearch of the crime scene must be thorough; the investigator must be
satisfied he/she has found nli the available evidence; "
According to those interviewed,the police felt that a thorough examination
was lacking because of access restrictions.

. "Thefirst responsibilityat a crimescene is to make sure:
medical assistance is given (ifrequired);"
Both the President and the injured F-FDTL soldier were given immediate
medical attention by UN staff.

. "prevent contamination of the scene".-
90. At the President's Compound, the NID officers encountered an extremely difficult crime
scene to managewhich was beyond.theirstaffing resources at the scene. As they were processing
the scene,F-FDTL soldiers Wire.wanderingabout the scene in an agitated state. Controllingtheir
movementwithin the Compound in order to preserve evidencebecame nearly impossible.At one
point, the soldiers actually levelled their guns at the UNPOL officers and told them to leave. The
presence of so many people living in the President's Compound also complicated the situation.
Children reportedly walked up to UNPOL officers to give them shell casings. The scene also
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attracted visits from numerous people with no official function at the scene, including ali ranks
of Timorese, ISF and UN officials. Forensics' ability to appropriatelyhandle and store exhibits50
was compromised by the .!ack of control over the people at the crime scene. Key pieces of
information were stolen such as Reinado's cell phone and SIM cards (the Prosecutor later used
his good offices to arrange a retum of portions of the evidence to the investigators, but full
access to Timor Telecom records was refused) and other evidence was contaminated such as
shell cases flattened by passing road traffic.

91. Two other problems were encountered by the NID. No PNTL member of the Forensics
Unit attended the scene at the President's Compound or the scene of the attack on the Prime
Minister as they were not present at Headquarterswhen the original teams left the office and did
not followthem later to the scene. Thus, a valuable opportunity for mentoring on a complex and
high profile investigation was lost as was a hands-on knowledge of the layout and circumstances
of the scene to aid in further analysis leading totheprosecution of the perpetrators. It also left
the ForensicsUnit short of officers when additional Forensic Officers were needed to attend the
multiple crime scenes of the ambush on the Prime Minister and may have contributed to the lack
of a timely response.

92. Additional issues such as PNTL officers being absent from their duty station at police
stations and crime scenes was brought to the attention of the Panel during its review of the 11
February events. Systemicproblems with the night time on-call procedures and the shift change
practices at police stations were highlighted. Reportedly, because the PNTL lack Govemment
issued transportation and means of communication, it is essentially not possible to contact a
PNTL Officer nor are they able to reach a crime scene outside office hours. During shift change,
police stations do not have the full complementof staff as UNPOL is picking up incoming shift
personnel and driving home those who completedtheir shifts.

93. The investigators at the Presidenfs Compound were accompanied by a Language
Assistant, who was not provided with any protective gear. At certain times, when immediate
danger was perceived at the scene, the UNPOLs in their own ballistic gear moved to shield the
LanguageAssistant. However, as a LanguageAssistant faces identical dangers as UNPOL at any
time during their presence at an operational scene,51s/he should be provided with the same
protective equipment as the UNPOL they.are accompanying. UNPOL lacks an SOP regarding
the use of Language Assistants containing provisions such as those in the UNMISET SOP
prohibiting a Language Assistant from assuming a police officer's duty or placing a Language
Assistant in danger at any time.

-
94. The Panel concludes that the investigatorswere able to reconstruct the crime scene and
gather a number of exhibits. Because the crime scene was not controlled tightly by roadblocks or
the cordons operated by a variety of police and military participants - no guard was placed at the
gate of the Presidential Compound and there was no viable method to control the movements of

50 The Panel did not look into the issue of handling and storage of exhibits and seizures as this is beyond the scope
of reviewing the police response in the first few hours. The evidence at the scene could not be handled properly as
noted above because the scene cbulEl not be cleared of the F-FDTL and others, and this was beyond the control of
the NID Officers given the circumstances.
51NOC "Standard Operating Procedure for Dealing with Medical Emergencies involving UN Staff and UNPOL"
that states,"UNPOL stajJs attending the scene ofviolent incidents are at risk of suffering injury from rocks, darts
and even firearms. Whilst UNPOL have not been specifical/y targeted this can not be discounted in the future. UN
staff may also inadvertent/y become involved in violent disturbances with the associated risks to their safety."
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the F-FDTL at the Presidential Compound scene - the investigatorsacted appropriately to gather
and secure as much evidence and testimony as possible.

95. Since 11 February, the NID has faced a number of obstac1esin the criminal investigation
into the incidents, inc1udinglack of cooperation, as well as military and political interference.
However, examining these issueswould go beyond the scope ofthe Panel's Terms ofReference.

Command and Control

Crime Scene

96. At the President's Compound, the most senior officer, Becora 3, took command initia-lly,
followed by a 'joint' command with the GNR Commander and they worked together until the
site was dec1aredsafe from attackers and the investigators were called in. Becora 3 and the GNR
Commander then began working separately,both believing they were in command until the NID
Director arrived and took command. However, these changes of command required a telephone
call to the Acting Police Commissioner to c1arify who was in command. The fact that
coordination and command and control worked can be attributed to the fortuitous fact that all
people concemed were very experiencedand had sound knowledgeof operational tactics.

97. The NOC SOP entitled"Dealing With Disorder" underlines the -need for the early
appointment of a Police Forward Commander (PFC) that allows the Police to act more
cohesively and with clear Unes of command and control to control a crime scene. This NOC
proceduredoes not cover situations in which UNPOL and FPU are working at the samescene in
an unplanned operation. The DPKO FPU Policy only states that"command and contro!
arrangements for each FPU are defined by their tactica! requirements".None of these
provisions were instituted. In pre-planned operations between FPUs and non-FPU UNPOLs, an
OperationsOrder (OpO) is developeddeterminmgthe commandrelationship.

98. When the scene at the President's Compound transitioned from one of immediate danger
into a crime scene, coordination was less effective. This may have aggravated the problem of
crowd control at the site as no overall area commander commanded and delegated any UNPOL
present to stop entry to the scene by persons ~ith no relevant role to play, nor halt the passing of
road traffic, nor post a guard at the gate to the Compound and stop parking on the different crime
scenes. As such, the absence of an SOP or a standing Operational Order (OpO) covering
command and control in critical incidents impeded, but did notjeopardize, smooth operations.

Command De!egation of Response Units

- 99. In two instances, the response to the incidents at the President's Compound was self-
initiated. The GNR Commander left for the scene after receiving a phone call through the
informal network. The NOC requested the GNR attendance after they had already departed from
their base. After another informal contact (NGO Security Adviser) reported to Becora 3 that
gunshots had been fired, he implediately left his accommodationto attend the scene. He kept the
NOC informed at all times. The GNR commander, upon leaming about the attack on the Prime
Minister from F-FDTL CommanderTaur Matan Ruak, again self-dispatchedto the scene without
informing the NOC, although the NOC log inc1udescontacting the GNR afterwards at 08:25 hrs.
Although on 11 February the informal network informing the GNR and their taking the initiative
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to go to crime scenes proved beneficial, in effect, the GNR was tasking themselves without
anyone in a commandposition aware oftheir actions.

100. The Panel is of the opinion that command and control was relatively well-executed
during the initial response to the incident at the President's compound. Once the attack on the
Prime Minister took place, command and control faltered to the point that the response to the
Prime Minister's Residencewas handicapped.The Panel also believes that had a true Command
Centre at the NOC been activated, it would have been able to better track available assets and
deploy them appropriately. It would also have allowed them to immediately activate more
officers from non-essential units to assist. It is questionable whether the current arrangements at
the NOC are adequate to deal with multiple critical incidents.

101. The DPKO FPU Policy states that these"arrangements should not result in any
operational delays to address such situations oJ public disorder. In this regard standard
operating procedures should be adopted by the mission and regular training, rehearsals and
exercises, includingsimulations, should takeplace on a regular basis"and that the arrangement
must be applied in letter and spirit. This has not been done in UNMIT with Mission-specific
actions. Therefore, the Mission should adopt an SOP as a guideline for initial operations in
different serious incident scenarios, such as those listed in the second page ofthe NOC"Roll and
Duties of Shift Supervisor"SOP, in the absence of a direct command from the Police
Commissioner in order that there is neither confusionnor operationaldelay.

UNPOL Interaction with the Media

102. There is neither record nor mention of direct police interaction with the media at the
scene on 11 February. UNPOL did not dispatch its spokesperson to the scene at the President's
Compound to interact with the media. Joumalists were escorted from the area by ISF and
UNPOL on at least two occasions. UNPOL and the Communications and Public Information
Office (hereafter referred to as PIO) did not delegate any staff member to provide basic
information at the scene. While the UNMISET UNPOL SOP outlines the guidelines for release
of information to the media stipulating that the media should not be prevented from going to the
scene of an incident on the grounds that it is dangerous, the UNMIT SOP does not mention
interaction with the media.52On 11 Februafy, the only interactionUNPOL appeared to have had
with media personnel was when the Acting Police Commissionerattended the Govemment and
UNMIT press conferences. The Panel recommends that the UNPOL SOP include a section on
UNPOL Officer's obligations with regard to the media as per the"Handbook on Policing in
UnitedNations PeacekeepingMissions."

-
52 "United Nations Department of Peacekeeping Operations Standard Operating Procedures for Civilian Po/ice
Officers on Assignment with United Nations Mission Support in East Timor",March 2004.

"18.1.6 Members of the media should not be prevented from going to the scene of an incident on the grounds
that it is danger'bu~; The danger should be explained to them, but the decision to go or notis the
prerogative of the individual j ourna/ist.

18.1.7 1n exceptional cases where the presence of the media may endanger Civilian Po/ice personnel, the
respective chain of command should be notified immediately.

18.1.8 Should the situation arise whereby a Civi/ian Po/ice officer must speak to the media personnel at the
scene of an incident, he/she should give only thefacts, never opinion or judgements. "
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Areas Lacking Guidelines

103. While reviewing actions-of 11 February the Panel found that some SOPs were lacking in
areas where the Panel believes a set of guidelines would help coordinate a timely and effective
response. These include Mission-specific SOPs on Commarid and Control, UNPOL Close
Security Protection, UNPOL's interaction with the Media, Debriefing, Road Blocks, Working
with LanguageAssistants and a Rapid RedeploymentRoster.

Emergency Duty Rostering

104. The mass redeployment of UNPOLs on 11 February53to implement the preventative
security measures for key installations, Timorese Officials and potential trouble spots was
conducted in anad hoc manner as there was no rostering mechanism in place. Therefore,
because ofthe press oftime, UNPOLs on CTO were put on guard duty, some units were closed
down, and Officers who played a crucial part in analysing the attacks of the President and Prime
Minister were reassigned to guard duty.

105. It is important that UNPOL establishes a manageable systemaimed at enabling UNPOL
to quickly identify and redeploy a large number of staff along functional lines for short-term
special emergencylhumanitarianoperations as occurred on 11 February as well as in the past.54
Similar to the Emergency Staff List utilised by the civilian component against eventualities such
as relocation and Avian Influenza outbreak, UNPOL should develop a system rostering of non-
critical UNPOL to be utilized fDrsurge operations.

Debriefing

106. While there are scattered references55to debriefing personnel at critical jncident scenes,
there is no SOP concerning debriefing as an iritegral-part to the wrap-up and reporting phase of
incident processing. From the information gathered by the Panel, it appears that the GNR
Commander, the Head of the Becora team, the Commander of Dili District or the Acting Police
Commissioner did not debrief their subordinates during or afier the events of 11 February.
Officers interviewed cited the lack of operational debriefs aimed at consolidating and acting
upon the information gathered from different.team members as well as the lack of stress debriefs
as an issue. The Panel found no instance of UNPOL's having knowledge or availing themselves
of the services of the Staff CounsellingUnit.

-
53 UNPOL were tasked to assume static guard duty at important facilities throughout Dili and to enhance the
protection of key Govemment figures.
54Other examples include the shooting incident at the Airport IDP camp in February 2007, the rice riots in Dili, the
unrest following ISF's attempt to capture Alfredo Reinado in March 2007, the announcement of the new
Govemment in August2007 and during the high levei UN visits in November and December 2007.
55 According to the NOC SOP on"Dealing with Disorder," "When the incidentis finalised, the PFC should
"consider a 'hot' debrief of staff at scene."Regarding the broader issue of 'stress debriefing,' the 7 September2006
DPKO/PD/2006/00108"Directive on Detention, Searches, and Use of Force for UNPOL on Assignment with
UNMIT," signed by Police Comniissioner Tor and effective 27 December 2006 states that one of the"primary
responsibilities of the Contingent Commander in the mission"is to "carefor the mental and physical health and
welfare of thepersonnel of their contingent."This is echoed in the DPKO"Guidelinesfor FPUs on assignmentwith
peace operations"dated 8 May 2006: Formed Police Units Contingent Commander duties and responsibilities
include to"Monitor the welfare and medical condition of a/l members of the FPUfrom their contingent whilst in
mission and to ensure that necessaryactionis taken to ensure the we/l-being of staff".
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111. MISSION-WIDE RESPONSE TO THE11 FEBRUARY INCIDENTS

A. Strategic Actions of the Mission Leadership

107. This part of the report examines UNMIT's preparedness to handle crisis situations. A
timeline of critical actions undertaken at the strategic leveI by UNMIT senior management
between 11and 13February 2008 to supportthe Govemment -inensuring stability is attached.56

108. Shortlyafter 07:00 hrs. on 11 February, the Acting SRSG was informed-by a UN staff
member, who lives next to the Preside-nt'sCompound, that there was gunfire.at the Compound.
The Acting SRSG contacted ISF Commander James Baker and informed UNMIT senior
managementofthe situation by telephone. The SRSG,who was on mission in New York to-brief
the Security Council, was called at around 07:30.hrs. and in tum informed the Secretary-General
and the Under Secretary-Generalfor PeacekeepingOperations.

109. On 11 February, the first crisis management meeting was held at 08:00 hrs., chaired by
the Acting SRSG. It was agreed that UNMIT would be placed on high alert, that the Acting
SRSG would request the Prime Minister to convoke an Emergency Trllateral Coordination
Forum meeting and that dose protection arrangements for Timorese VIPs be enhanced. The
Trilateral Coordination Forum meeting took place at 09:00 hrs. and was attended by the
Govemment, UNMIT, ISF and F-FDTL. As agreed by all parties during this meeting, a working
group including all security forces was established to prepare a security plan to be approved at
15:00hrs. the same day by the Prime Minister. The second UNMIT crisis management meeting
was held at 14:00 hrs. It discussed priority actions and also agreed to refer a discussion on a
possible change in the UN Security Phase to the Extraordinary Security Management Team
scheduled for 15:00 hrs. During that meeting, it was agreed that the Acting SRSG would request
the Secretary-General to change the UN. Security Phase from H to IH. In parallel, UNMIT
Mission Support activated UNMIT's contingency operations planoShortly after the retum of the
SRSG from New York on 12 February, a third crisis management meeting was held in which
updates were provided inc1udingon the security arrangements and the status of the criminal
investigationinto the attacks.

110. The Mission regularly updated DPKO Headquarters. On 11 February, three flash reports
on the latest developments and two more analytical Code Cables, inc1udinga draft briefing for
the Security Council57were sent to New York. In addition, the Joint Operations Centre (JOC)
provided the DPKO Situation Centre with regular oral updates. On 13 February, an additional
four Code Cables were relayed to New York with updates on the situation.

- 111. The UNMIT senior management issued security directives from 11-13 February to all
staff to restrict movement and comply with the state of siege, which was dec1aredin the evening
of 11February. Two Town Hall meetings were held to brief staff on the latest developments and
security measures taken on .}1 February. An additional Town Hall meeting was held by the
SRSGon 13February. .

56Annex 2 - Crisis Management Timeline.
57DPKO briefed the SecurityCouncil during its consultationson the events in Timor-Lesteon Ii February2008,
and the Core Group for Timor-Leste on 12February2008.
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112. The first press release was issued by the Communicationsand Public Information Office
(hereafter referred to as PIO) in the late moming of 11 February. PIO also answered questions
from the national and intemational media on the event8-.UNMIT held a press conference once
every day from 11-13 February.58The Acting Police -Commissioneralso attended the first press
conference of the Govemment at 10:55 hrs. on 11 February, in which the Prime Minister
appealed for calmo

113. As demonstrated above, UNMIT senior management ensured appropriate and timely
information flow through both formal and inf{)rmal channels, -with a view to expediting
UNMIT's response both intemally and extemally. The Mission was proactive in ensuring that all
stakeholders were consulted through the appropriate fora and that a consensual strategy was
adopted with a view to minimizingthe potential for instability.

B. Crisis Management Activities

114. The crisis management arrangements worked extremely well and showed UNMIT's
preparedness to manage a crisis situation. However, UNMIT does not have Mission-specific
Crisis Management SOPs along the lines of the 2006 DPKO SOP"Crisis Management in
DPKO-Led Missions,"nor does it have a Crisis Management Team SOP to clarify the role of
critical components in -consolidating informatlon flow and accelerating deciSion making.
However, the Mission has a designated Senior Management Group responsible for overall
decision making and coordination of effort whichis led by the Head of Mission. The Senior
Management Group includes those members that are listed in the DPKO SOP to deal with the
special operational requirements in times of crisis. As a result,although UNMIT does not have
the Crisis Management SOPs on paper, the Mission actually works in exactly the manner
prescribed by the DPKO SOP.59An After Action Review is to be initiated by the Head of
Mission as per the indicated SOP.

SubstantiveComponents

115. Many Mission procedures were activated to best ensure both preparedness and action
during the 11 February events by both the Substantive and Mission Support components. In
terms of interaction with DPKO, the SRSG personally alerted the Secretary-General and USG
Guehénno in the initial early moments of the áisis and subsequentwritten and oral reports were
transmitted to DPKO on a regular basis. The Security Management Team ensured the UN
Country Team was updated on alI developmentsand UN Agency staff received UNMIT security
and other broadcasts. The UNMIT security directives also applied for the UN Country Team
members. Information was also shared with the intemational community. The Jomt Mission
Analysis Cell (JMAC) continued to conduct threat assessments which were complemented by
security risk assessments. Redeployments of UNPOLs, in Dili and the Districts, including FPU
members commenced.-. 116. UNMIT staff were regularly informed about the situation and on safety measures. The
first radio message went out at 07:25 hrs. The first SMS message to staff to avoid the affected.,

58During these press conferences, updates were provided on the incidents and on UNPOL's response, including
timelines. Clarifications were also made regarding close protection arrangements for both the President and Prime
Minister.

59 With the exception ofthe physical meeting point ofthe Crisis Management Team.
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area was sent at 07:43 hrs. Lotus Notes broadcasts were sent throughout the day and the
followin-gdays with multiple security advisories and directives, press releases,-extracts from
intemational media reports, a statement by the SRSG, and two Town Hall meetings were held
also providing for updates on the situation and measures for the staff to take regarding work and
personal activities. The Mission stemmed a potential leak of information by stopping the
circulation of photos of the deceased fugitive Reinado by UN e-mail. Essential staff required to
traveI at ni-ghtor into areas of security concem were given armed escorts as necessary. In the
Regions, security meetings were-held and preparationsmade by the Regional -SupportCentres as
well in the locationswherethe only UN presence is deployedUNPOLs.

Security

117. During the first days of the State of Siege, the Security Warden system was activated and
worked very well with Wardens contacting staff.and verifying their whereabouts. However, the
Security OperationsCentre (SOC), when questioned by the Panel, indicated that it did not have
access to the Warden database to locate staff. After the events of 11 February, the Security
Section proactively conducteda Lessons Leamed Exercise.

o SecurityOperationsCentre (SOe)

118. The Security Operations Centre (SOe) acts as a focal point for security issues related to
mission personnel and property and for coordinating alI emergency situations inc1udingliaising
with the NOC for UNPOL action. It is also to alert relevant Sections for arranging MEDEVAC
and other emergencyassistance and to provide security updates advising staff members to avoid
affected areas through broadcasts as per its SOPs.

119. The SOC SOPsunderline the following procedures that were not fully compliedwith:

The Radio Operator will"notify the Duty Officer immediately of any
incidentand accident reported via the communicationnetwork"and the
SOC will "receive, process, record and forward all security related
informationto the appropriate departments." .

-

120. A UN staff member contacted the SOC by radio at 06:53 hrs. to advise that shooting had
been heard in the President's Compound. According to the staff member, he was told that the
SOC would revert as soon as possible. However, the UN staff member was never called back by
the SOC and the call was not noted in the log book. A few minutes after the first call, the SOC
received a second call, from a different UN staff member,60providing similar information to the
first and the staff memberwas told that the SOC would send someone to check but this also did
not occur. The Panel noted upon review of the SOC log that this call was not logged or acted
upon either. It took 28 minutes after the first call for the Radio Operator who took the phone call
from the NOC at 07:21 hrs. (reporting to the SOC that there was gunfire at the President's
Compound) to inform the Duty Officer about the incident. The Operator explained to the Panel
that he did not want to be disrespectful and interrupt the Duty Officer who was on the phone
during handover procedure'.The Panel notes that the Duty Officer's office is separate from that

60 The staffmember doesnot remember the exact time ofthe call but is certain that it was before 07:00 hrs..
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of the radio and telephone operators. As such, Duty Officers cannot directly monitor incoming
telephone calls to ensure they are being properly handled and logged.

121. The Panel notes that, had the soe immediately reported these two calIs to the NOe, the
Mission's response could have started earlier for both UNPOL to attend the scene at the
President's -Compoundand the Security Section to extract the UN staff members from their
residence. As such, the Panel concludes that one ofthe SOC's main objectives, which is"to
receive, evaluate, disseminate, and respond to emergencies within the shortest possible time by
maximizing utilization of resources in order to solve the problem and prevent or
prevent/minimize the extent of damage, loss, or injuries,"was not met on 11 February.

o "soc will ensure that ali security emergency channels are properly
and effectively monitored and utilised by users in compliance with laid
downprincipies."
Neither of the soe Duty Offic~rs61were monit0ring their radios when
the initial calls by UN civilian staff and UNPOL reporting shots fired
on the UNMlT and UNPOL radios were made. The fact that the Duty
Officers are not co-Iocated with the Operators makes effective
monitoring of calls and operations impossible.

o The Security Operations Centre (SOC) is tasked to provlde the Security
Advisor through the Head of SIoc;62with a24 -hourfuli situational
awareness through timely and accurate monitoring and reporting."

The soe played no -part in relaying information from the Security
Response Team (SRT) to the Ole Security during the events of 11
February. The Ole Security received his information from informal
channels and completed alI required actions, including notifying the
Security Advisor.

o soe will "Keep record of eventsand ali foliow-ups with timings and
ali contacts:"

122. The Panel reviewed the occurrence and calI logs of 11 February and found a surprising
lack of calls and activities listed for the day and subsequently identified calIs and activities that
were neither logged nor acted upon. ln addition, the soe does not log callsby one central clock,
but rather by different time pieces. Thus, times in the logs cannot be verified for accuracy.

123. With regard to the SOC's role in facilitatingMEDEVAe, there is no notation in the soe
log book. At 07:40 hrs., the NOe called the soe to arrange a standby MEDEVAe in the event
the President had to be evacuated to Darwin. The Duty Officer told the Panel that when she
called the Ole Security to inform him, he instructedher to inform the NOe to direct the request
to the Dili National Hospital rather than to have the UNMlT aircraft readied. She sâys she
contacted the NOe and passed the information. However, UNMlT's plane was readied when
Mission Supportwas made aware ofthe request through informal channels.-- 124. Staff members were kept advised of security related developments as mentioned above
through multiple security advisories.and directives issued by Security on 11 February and the.,

61 On the morning of 11 February 2008, the SOC was operated by two Radio Operators, who were completing their
night shift at 08:00 hrs., and a Duty Officer, who completed his shift at 07:00 hrs. The incoming Duty Officer
arrived for work at 06:50 hrs.
62Security Information and Operations Centre (SIOC)
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folIowingdays by radio, SMS and Lotus Notes broadcasts. See the Crisis ManagementTimeIine
for further details at Annex 2 on aIertsto staff.

125. During the Lessons Leameâ exercise conducted by the Security Section, it identified
some ofthe issues highIighted above. The Panel was informed; but did not verify, that a number
of trainingsessions were being arrangedfor relevant Security personnel.

o Security ResponseTeam (SRT)

126. After having informed the SOC at 06:53 hrs., the UN staff member who lives near the
President's Compound also telephoned theOlC Security to inform him of the situation. At 07:50
hrs., the OIC Security instructed the SOC supervisor to extract the UN staff member from his
home. A Security ResporrseTeam (SRT) consistingDf three Security Officers63in two soft-skin
vehicles left Obrigado Barracks at approximately Q8:1Ohours. They deIiveredthe staff member
to his office at 09:15 hrs.64

127. According to the SRT SOP, the SOC Duty Officer is to be aware ofthe whereabouts of
the SRT at alI times. In addition, the SOC should be kept informed of SRT activities at alI times
prior to and during the operation. The SOC Duty Officer told the Panel she was unaware of the
SRT activities. However, the OIC Securitywas in regular contact with the SRT.

Public lnformation

128. The Panel notes that the PIO prepared and released UNMIT's first media statement at
10:47 hrs. with the salient message that was agreed upon in the crisis management meeting
confirming attacks of the President and Prime Minister, informing of UNPOL and ISF's high
state of alert and announcing a press conference later in the day. The Panel did not have
sufficient time to conduct a media content aJialysis. It appears that most calIs from the media
were handled by the UNMIT Spokespersonand PIO staff.

129. The Panel noted that the PIO has no Mission-specific SOP. While the Spokesperson and
PIO had direct access to, and close colIaborationwith, the Acting Police Commissionerwho also
attends the press conferences, the UNPOL Spokesperson does not appear to have been involved
in dealingwith the media or liaisingwith the press, as stipuIated in the DPKO OperationalPolicy
"Policy and Guidance for Public lnformation in United Nations Peacekeeping Operations."
According to the Policy:

-
"The Police Spokesperson or focal point would, in cooperation with the Chief of
Public lnformation and in coordination with the civilian Spokesperson, ensure
release of timely and accurate information on police aspects of the mission and
security matters and facilitate coverage of the mission by journalists on matters
related to the police and security. The Chief of lnformation and civilian
Spokesperson should have direct access to the Police Commissioner as required,
although this task would.normally be assigned to the Police Spokesperson or focal.,
point. " . .

.

63 The team includedthe soe Supervisor.
64The evacuation was slightly delayed because the armoured car refused to start. The vehicle has since been
replaced.
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Mission Support

130. The UNMIT Aviation Section began a. search of available aircraft to evacuate the
President when his condition would become stable, including-theUNMIT and other aircraft in
the area. It was decided to take the President out on a jet aircraft of a private company in order
to get him -to Australia-in the shortest possible time period. In order to speed up the SRSG's
return to the Mission -from UN Headquarters in New York, the UNMIT Aviation Section
arranged-flight clearances and ground handling permits to fly to Bali, Indonesia and extended
opening hours at Dili airport.

131. The contingency plan for the establishment of a Concentration Point prior t{) staff
relocation and evacuati-onwas activated. Arrangements were made both in Timor-Leste and at
the designated safe haven. On 11 February, the Personnel Section immediately began an
exceptional update on the Essential Staff List, which is the foundation for determining staff
needed for essential operations,available for relocation or who are out of country.

132. The contingency stock65was updated on a daily basis as from 12 February in case staff
were to be supported in ConcentrationPoints. In addition, the Camp Management Team met to
ready the designated UNMIT compounds for accommodation. In line with the Fuel Contingency
SOP, alI fuel tanks in -Obrigadowere topped up, and the Fuel Contractor was instructed to fill to
full capacity alI fuel tanksat UNMIT facilities throughout Timor-Leste.66

133. The Fly Away Team, an advance team tasked to prepare for relocation to Darwin, was
alerted and made necessary preparations for departure. The UNMIT Darwin Office canvassed
the local accommodationsituation and prepared to supportpossible relocation of UN staff.

- .

6SThe emergency stocks consist ofwater, combat ration packs, camp cots, helmets & flackjackets, fuel, etc.
66An additional two 5,000 litre fuel tanker trucks were positioned at the Obrigado Barracks and a 5,000 litre tanker
at the Balide Compound.
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IV. BEST PRACTICES

1. The National Operations Centre's instruction, at 07:15 hrs., for alI UNPOL to wear their
protectivegear until further notice, was a proactive safetyprecaution.

2. The National Operations Centre's decision to dispatch an ambulance prior to confirming
casualties was prudent and forward-thinking. This likely contributed to the prompt
evacuationofthe injured F-FDTL soldier.

3. The senior management, many of whom were Officers-in-Charge, were promptly
informedby formal and informal channels and immediately instituted crisis management
measures andopractices, including invoking the contingency plans and notifying staff of
operational guidelines for their safety. Senior management also promptIy ensured the
political dimension of the crisis was addressed through coordination of the major
political, securityand diplomatic actors in Timor-Leste.

4. UNPOL continue to prioritize assigning Officers to Mission duties based on the type of
experienceand skill set they bring.with them.

5. UNMIT Securityundertook a lessons learned review on their actions on11 February. AlI
pivotal components, including UNPOL and the Communications and Public Information
Office should undertake an After Action Review, which should include actionable
recommendationsand.!essonslearnedwith a timeline for their implementation.

6. The Security Response Team was able to extract a UN staff member perceived to be
under threat during in the moming of11 February. This initiative would be further
improved if the Security Operations.Centrehad access to an armoured car during times of. . .
cnSlS.

-
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V. LESSONS LEARNED

United Nations Police

1. At the President's Compound, the UNPOL National Investigation Department
investigators carried out their duties in a tense .and crowded environment while doing
everythingwithin1heir means to secure the crime scene and interview as many witnesses
as possible. With a view to best preserving a crime scene, no UN staff, including
UNPOL and military, should be permitted into a crime scene, unless they have a direct
role to play and/or are specificalIy called to the scene by National Investigation
Department. This directive should be included in the National Operations Centre
"Dealing with Disorder"StandardOperatingProcedure.

2. The informal network used by several people throughout the day had a positive effect in
terms of information dispersal and official action. However, action taken based on
information from the informal network complicated UNPOL command and control as it
ma:kesit difficult to track assets. The Portuguese Formed Police Unit did.not keep the
National Operations Centre informed about their movements, operations and intelligence
gained.

3. The Portuguese Formed Police Unit should be given a follow-up induction training on
UN and UNMIT procedures and requirements, including the need to maintain contact at
alI times with the National Operations Centre, and on the appropriate command and
control requirements regarding tasking during joint operations with non-Formed Police
Units and UNPOL as per the DPKO"Guidelines for FPUs on assignment with Peace
Operations. "

4. Mission-specific Standard Operating Procedures on 'Command and Control' should be
developed to clarify roles and responsibilitiesduring joint operations, as welI as updating
the one on interaction with the F-FDTL, interacting with the media and guidelines for
working with Language Assistants and Interpreters.

5. UNPOL should examine its current shift change system at alI police stations with a view
to ensuringthat there is no gap time between shifts; this should also UNPOL rosters. This
recommendation also applies to support staff such as Language Assistants as well as to
Timor-LesteNational Police (PNTL)colIeagueswho are being mentored.

There was no formal operation debriefingswith UNPOL involved in the incidents with a
view to exchanging critical information about the incident and to identifying best
practices and lessons learned. Operationaldebriefings should be instituted at alllevels of
UNPOL after a critical incident.

Stress debriefings should.also be held for the participants in critical incidents. If the unit
commanders do not arrange stress debriefings, special efforts should be made to inform
the UNPOLs of the availability of the Staff Counselling Unit. UNMIT's Staff
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to ensure they can monitor incoming calls and facilitate an appropriate response. They
must also be required to carry and monitor their hand-held radios at aHtimes while they
are on duty.

14. Additional measures to standardise and improve Security Operations Centre operations
would be to ensure radio and telephone operators have the necessary language skills to
comprehend and be_ understood by callers and personnel monitoring the Tadios.
Standardisingthe terminology used between them and the National Operations Centre to
minimize the potential for miscommunication should also be undertaken. The Security
Operations Centre must have one time piece used for logging purposes in order to ensure
more accurate timing. The Security Operations Centre should have an armoured car
available at all times for the use of the Security Response Team or to perform escort
duties during potentially insecure situations.

15. The Security Operations Centre Duty Officer should have access to the Warden database
in order to be able to immediately locate staff. During crisis periods, the Chief Warden
should operate from the Security Operations Centre to facilitate the Security Response
Team'-sextraction efforts.

Standard OperatingProcedures

16. UNMIT does not have a Mission-specific Standard Operating Procedure for both Crisis
Management and a Crisis Management Team. Therefore, UNMIT should prepare
Mission-specific Standard Operating Procedures based upon the Department of
Peacekeeping Operationspolicies and the Mission's own practices on these issues.

17. The Communications and Public Information Office should develop a Mission-specific
Standard Operating Procedure and involve the UNPOL spokesperson in events with
significant police content. It is also recommended that in the future a designated staff
member interacts directly with the press at a scene to properly direct their queries to
ensure a cooperativerelationship and negation of speculativerumours.

18. A set of guidelines for the use of LanguageAssistants and Interpreters in both normal and
operational environments should be developed, in which it is explicit1y stated that
Language Assistants going into operational situations need to have provided the same
protective gear as UNPOL.

19. UNMIT should send broadcasts to remind staff of the importance of informing the NOC
when law and order situations they witness require a police response. The staffwere also
kept apprised of the unfolding political situation through Town Hall briefings, press
releases and artic1es from the commercial media and a statement by the SRSG and
diminish any perception ofbeing ill-informedor neglected.

-
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

General

1. UNMIT's quick response to the attack on the President benefited from a number of
fortuitous circnmstances and the information flow was augmented by informal channels
that expedited the response. The Portuguese Formed Police Unit Special Weapons and
Tactics Team was already in the process of going out for a shooting exercise. They were
almost fully assembled with all required equipment when they received an informal call
that there was shooting at the President's Compound.

2. The two seriously injured victims encountered on the scene - the President and the F-
FDTL member - received emergency medical treatment by the UN prior to receiving
hospital care and both survived. Ambulances were immediately available and standing
by, as multiple sources called for ambulancesto go to the scene.

3. However, the UNPOL response couldhave been even quicker if one ofthe people inside
the Presidential Compound had called the police during the 50 minute period that
Reinado's men were inside the Compound.A few minutes could have been saved had the
UNMIT Security Operations Centre informedthe National Operations Centre after it had
first been notified that there was gunfire at the President's Residence at 06:5} hrs and
also if the Portuguese Formed Police Unit had been called earlier by the National
OperationsCentre when it received its first report at 06:59 hrs.

4. The swift decision-making of trained and experienced officers in some operational key
positions significantly contributed to a timely UNPOL response to the attack on the
President on 11February 2008. The Panel recommends UNPOL to continue to prioritize
assigning UNPOL Officers to functions based on the experience they bring into the
Mission.

Medical Response

5. Given the timeframe established by the Panel for the shooting of the President, he had
been lying wounded for a maximum of 19 minutes before the Portuguese Formed Police
Unit and the ambulance arrived at the scene. It should be noted that the President's
Compound lies outside of Dili and it takes 15 minutes to drive from the Ambulance
Dispatch Centre at the Ministry of Health to the Presidential Compound. The ambulance
driver confirmed that he had not been stopped on his way. This, coupled with the fact that
the Portuguese Formed Police Unit - without knowing that there were casualties -
decided to send its civilian nurse along with the Special Weapons and Tactics Team,
shows an extraordinarily quick response. The nurse provided critical trauma care and
stabilized the President before and during the time he was evacuated by ambulancewhich
would have been a factor in stemminghis loss of blood.

-
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Police Response to the Attack on the President

6. Alfredo Reinado spent at least 50 minutes in the President's Compound before he was
shot. None ofthe atleast 20 people present, inc1udingrelatives, guards on duty or people
living and working in the Compoundnotified the police oi'warned the President who was
on his morning walk. Additionally, most of the people who heard the gunshots in the
first ten minutes of the attacks caUed friends or colleagues rather than the police or
ambulance services. lmmediate calls to the police by these witnesses could have reduced
the response time of both the police and the ambulance.

7. UNPOL established a Safe Arrival Point 370 metres from the President's Compound.
This standard safety action did not impede any emergency services or personnel from
reaching the scene, as substantiated by alI witnesses and participants at the scene.
Therefore, the instruction to wait for reinforcement of an appropriate force leveI before
entering the firing zone and to establish a Safe Arrival Point was advisable. Moving into
the scene at that stage would only have risked further injury or death. Furthermore, it
would not have expedited the arrival of the Portuguese Formed Police Unit or the
ambulance that were alreadyon their way.

8. During the initial response to the scene at the President's Compound, F-FDTL, ISF and
UNPOL cooperated effectively to secure and c1earthe area. Throughout the rest of the
day, the responses to specific tasks were less effective as tasks were not assigned through
central command centre with the ability to track alI assets in Dili.

Police Response to the Attack on the Prime Minister

9. The only UNMIT involvement in any protective capacity for the President or the Prime
Minister was the Prime Minister's UNPOL Close Security Protection (CSP) team whose
quick reaction of mounting a counterattack on the nearest assailant may have saved the
Prime Minister's life. While two ofthe Prime Minister's PNTL CSP team members had
not come to work that day, the Timor-Leste National Police (PNTL) static guards
remained at the house with the family when it was circled by armed insurgents, as well as
the Prime Minister's wife's CSP team.who arrived on shift after the ambush. The Timor-
Leste National Police (PNTL) Officers initiated a dialogue with the gunmen, identified
Salsinha as being present, refused to surrender their weapons or provide information on
UNPOL weaponry and refused the request to desert the premises so the gunmen could
attack UNPOL.

10. The Panel's initial consideration of the UNPOL response times to rescue the 'Prime
Minister's family after the ambush and to secure the crime scenes indicate an area for
UNPOL review. This would also inc1udeensuring an appropriate leveI of attention was
brought to bear on the different aspects of the response to the ambush, whether
information flowed and was acted upon appropriately and that command and control
issues were properly e~ercised.

-
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Protection Arrangements

11. UNMIT has no responsibility for the President's close protection arrangements or static
security at his Compound. The Panel concludes that the measures taken for the
President's security on 11 February were insufficieilt and ineffective. For the Prime
Minister's protection, the sole UN responsibility was providing a team of two UNPOL
Close Security Protection Officers to mentor the Timor-Leste National Police (PNTL)
Close Security Protection Ofticers. However, in this case the UNPOLs took an active
role in the protection of the Prime Minister by opening tire -onthe gunman which drew
the tiring away fromthe Prime Minister's vehicle and to the UNPOL himself as he stood
on the roadside.

Alfredo Reinado Issues

12. Given President Ramos-Horta's written guarantee of movement for Alfredo Reinado and
his men of 12 October 2007, UNMIT had no responsibility to track their movements.
There were no indications to predict that Alfredo Reinado and his men were planning an
attack on the President and the Prime Minister.

13. When UNPOL arrived at the Presidential Compound, it was known that Alfredo Reinado
was dead. The decision on the timing of the official contirmation of Reinado's death was
made by the Govemment.and this timing also allowed coordinated security precautions
related to public safety concems to be set up through thecoordinated good offices of the
Trilateral CoordinationForum.

14. In its Emergency Meeting, the Trilateral Coordination Forum did not prioritize the
capture of the perpetrators of the 11 February 2008 attacks, nor did it ask UNPOL to
participate other than by setting up rpad blocks. According to the law,.any police officer,
or in his absence, any person witnessing the incidents could have pursued those
responsible for the attacks. No UNPOL at the President's Compound saw any suspects
fleeing. F-FDTL who had the advantage of being armed, witnessing the attack, having
knowledge of the terrain and language did not institute a search. Furthermore, it was
known when UNPOL arrived at the scene that the attackers were Reinado and his men
who were armed with automatic weapons. The Panel concludes that UNPOL has neither
the mandatenor the capacity to apprehend armed insurgents.

Investigation

No one person or entity had overall command at the crime scene at the President's
Compound which made it difficult to control the area. The Panel also concluded that
there was no practicable way to restrain the F-FDTL behaviour on site at the President's
Compoundwithout risking a confrontation.

No PNTL officer was involved in the initial investigationof the scenes of attack on both.,
the President or the Príme Minister as they had not reported to their duty stations when
the National Investigation Department left for the scene and did not follow their
colleagues later that day. Valuable opportunities to mentor the Timor-Leste National
Police (PNTL) on how to process a major crime scene were 10s1.
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Mission-wide Response

17. UNMIT senior managers held a crisis management_meetingan hour after the attack on
the President. The Mission leadership was proactive in initiating-anEmergency Meeting
of the Trilateral Coordination Forum on 11 February 2008 to bring together the major
security actors in Timor-Leste. The meeting sei priorities and delegated individual
responsibilities in order to coordinate the security response and the Mission immediately
implemented its decisions. To this end, UNPOL also carried out major redeployments to
implement a robust security blanket throughout Dili and reinforced their presence in
Covalima and Ermera districts.

18. The staff of UNMIT and the UN Country Team continuedto work throughout the day of
11February 2008. Senior Managers ensured tpat staffwere kept informed by holding two
Town Hall meetings to brief staff on the latest developments, security measures were
taken and contingencyplans activated.

-
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. UNPOL, in-consultationwith the Timor-LesteNational Police (PNTL), conduct an After
Action Review on its preparedness and response to the events of11 February 2008, as
they did after the electoral period, with a particular focus on the response to the attack on
the Prime Minister, response times and methodology to critical incidents as well as
commandand control issues.

2. Through its good offices, UNMIT could advise the Govemment on strengtheningsecurity
arrangements for both the President's and Prime Minister's Residences and their close
protection.

3. lJNPOL should develop its own specific Standard Operating Procedures for each section
or unit in order to pass them on to the Timor-LesteNational Police (PNTL) as part of its
mentoring role.

4. UNPOL Close Security Protection should formulate specific Standard Operating
Procedures and share them with their Timor-Leste National Police (PNTL) counterparts
to ensure standardization of action between the various teams providing protection to
State Officials, Mission and visiting VIPs.

5. The Security Operations Centre could benefit from altering its physical arrangement to
require the Duty Officers to be co-Iocated with the Radio and Telephone Operators in
order to facilitate monitoring. It would also be well advised to initiate a refresher
theoretical and practical training on the Security Operations Centre's StandardOperating
Procedures to ensure compliance in everyday and surge operations as well as regular
practice drills for crisis scenarios.

6. A review should be conducted to examine the minimum requirements necessary for the
National Operations Centre to become a National Command Centre that handles high
leveIor multiple emergency events while maintaining its daily operations. Areas of focus
would include whether the current staffing numbers and experience levels are optimal as
well as the space and equipment allocation. It is recommended that a training regime by
unit and by scenario with periodic practice drills for crisis operations is developed and
implemented.

-
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UNMIT Internal Review Panel
into the response to the events of 11 February 2008

On the instructions ofthe SRSG, an UNMIT Internal Review Panel, to look into
UNMIT's response to the events of 11 Februa.ry2008, is hereby convened. This formal
body, under the authority ofthe SRSG, wiil inten-iew key witnesses, both inside and
outside ofUNMIT,1Uld review ali relevant documentation, to produce a report tbat will
be officially submitted to UNHQ and to the govemment ofTimor-Leste.

Terms of Reference

1/ review tbe immediate and short term UNMIT responses to the 11 February attack,
including:

a) UN police response on 11 February, particularly in the first hours
b) Crisis management response, including UN Security and Public information
response

with a view to
-assessing whether proper procedures and good practices werc followed;
-identifying best practices (what worked well)
- identifying lessons learned (what could have been dane better)

2/ Make recommendations on any w~ys to improve UNMIT' s capacity to respond to
a future crisis in each af the above areas.

Membership:

Chair
UNPal
Admin
Human Rights

Claudia Banz
David Carr
Kel1y Smith
Anjet Lanting

Guidance and Suppart:

PBPU
Secretarial

Alexander Rose, Chief PBPU
Ancy Price

1
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Guidelines:

Focus on procedures: The objective is to make an honest assessment ofthe actions that
were taken in response to the events on the mommg oí 11 February, and identify any
shortcomings or lessons that could be leamed fi'om that response.
Consensus: The final report of the Panel must be a consensus report.
Deadlines: A pre1iminary draft, covering at least 1 a), should be submitted by COB 9
April. The complete report is to De submitted by COB 13 April.
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Security and Public Information
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UNMIT Crisis Mana{!ementTimeline- selected events from 11 to 13 February 2008
Time I Action I Outcome

Mondav 11 February 2008
06:53 hrs SOC receives a VHF call from UN staff member No action taken.

reporting that gunfire heard at the house of the
President.

Around AnotherUN staff member calls SOC by No action taken.
07:00 hrs telephone reporting gunshots from the vicinity of I

the President's compound.
07:10 hrs UN staff member informs the Acting SRSG of Acting SRSG contacts the Acting

the incident at the President's home. Chief of Staff and other UNMIT
senior managers. Acting SRSG also
contacts ISF Commander.

07 :25 hrs SOC issues VHF broadcast advising all staff to
avoid the Metiaut area.

07:30 hrs SRSG who is in New York is informed by SRSG informs Secretary-General, the

telephone ofthe incident inv01ving the President.Under Secretary-General for
Peacekeeping Operations Guehenno
and other relevant senior managers.

07:35 hrs Acting Chief of Staff contacts the Chief JOC. JOC activates the Crisis Management
Team.

07:40 hrs SOC receives a call from NOC to arrange a No appropriate action taken.
standby Medical Evacuation.

07:42 hrs SOC issues SMS broadcast to all stàff to avoid
Metiaut area.

08:00 hrs Acting SRSG chairs Crisis Management meetingThe Acting SRSG requests the Prime
updating participants on the situation. The Minister to convene an Emergency
meeting agrees on priority actions. UNPOL Trilateral Coordination Forum

informs the meeting of the extra deployment of meeting and advises the Govemment
100 FPU officers to Dili. make a public appeal to remain calm

as soon as possible. UN staff advised
to report to work but restrict their
movement.

08:10 hrs Security Response Team is dispatched to UN Staff member arrives safely at his
evacuate UN staff member from his house next office at 09:15 hrs.

the Presidential Compound.

09:09 hrs SOC issues security broadcast informing staff
that President has been shot. It also advises to
restrict movement. This broadcast is followed by
an SMS with the S,amemessage shortly after.

09:30 hrs Acting SRSG, Acting CoS and Acting Police Agreement that UNPOL, PNTL,
Commissioner attend Extraordinary Trilateral F-FDTL and ISF jointly prepare
Coordination Forum meeting chaired by the security plano
Prime Minister. F-FDTL Commander and ISF areActing SRSG suggests to Prime
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UNMIT Crisis Mana2ement Timeline - selected events from 11 to 13 Februarv 2008
Time Action Outcome

also in attendance. Minister to reassure the public that
the Govemment remains in controI.
Prime Minister addressed the Nation
on television at 10:55 hrs.

09:50 hrs Flash Report reporting on the attacks on President
and Prime Minister, including UNMIT's action is
sent to DPKO SITCEN.

Around Working group comprising representatives of
10:00 hrs UNPOL, PNTL, F-FDTL and ISF prepare a

1>ecurityplan identifying strategy locations to be
protected.

10:10 hrs SMS is issued to all staffto ensure they monitor
their radio and follow security advisories.

10:47 hrs UNMIT issues press release confirming that the
President had been shot, the Prime Minister was
safe. It advises that UN police on high state of
alert in coordination with the ISF.

11:00 hrs Acting SRSG addresses staffmembers in Town
Hall meeting providing them with an update on
the situation and alerting staff members of the
highly volatile securitv situation.

11:00 hrs Prime Minister holds press conference, attended
by Acting Police Commissioner. Prime Minister
informs public about incidents and calls for calmo

12:00 hrs Chief ofMission Support meets with Service Ensure that mission's contingency
Chiefs (CISS and CAS). operations plan is activated at short

notiCe.

12.30 hrs Flash Report sent to SITCEN, providing for an
update on the condition of President, Trilateral
Coordination Forum meeting, Prime Minister's
press conference, UNMIT town hall meeting, as
well as Fretilin's pledge to cooperate with
security agencies.

14:00 hrs Second Crisis Management meeting is held. Meeting agrees that discussion on
possible change of security phase to
be discussed in Security Management
Team meeting.
Acting SRSG reiterates need to
enhance dose security protection of
VIPs.

15:00 hrs Extraordinary Meeting of the Security Meeting agrees to recommend change
Management Team. of UN security phase from 11to III to

the SG.
., Armed Security Response Team

placed on standby for next 24 hours to
extract staff members if necessary.

15:00 hrs Prime Minister approves security plan prepared
bv ioint working grouP.
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UNMIT Crisis-Mana2ement Timeline - selected events from 11 to 13 Februarv 2008
Time Action Outcome

15:00 hrs Pres!) Conference by the Prime Minister in which
he confirms the death oftwo attackers including
Reinado Reiterates his call for calm and for
population to cooperate with police.

15:30hrs Flash Report sent to SITCEN, DPKO providing
an update, including on the medical evacuation of
the President, additional deployment of
Australian troops and confirmation ofReinado's
death.

16:30hrs UNMIT press conference attended by Acting Preliminary information about the
SRSG and Acting Police Commissioner. incidents and assurance that the

incidents were being investigated.
Media ask questions about timing of
response to incident at President's
compound.

16:51 hrs Security directive broadcast advising staff ofthe
volatile security situation, to retum home before
19:00 hrs and remain till 06:00-hrs.

Before Security wardens request staff members in their
20:00hrs respective zones to confirm by SMS arrival at

their homes.
20;58 hrs UNMIT Daily Situation Report sent to New York

Code Cable sent to New York recommending
change of the UN security phase from II to III.

22:08 hrs Code Cable sent to USG on attack on President
and Prime Minister including security
arrangements, draft statement for the Security
Council.

Tuesday 12 February 2008

Time Action Outcome

16:00 hrs UNMIT holds press conference attended by Provides journalists with a
Acting SRSG and Acting Police Commissioner. preliminary timeline ofthe UNPOL

response and clarifications on the
President's close protection
arrangements.

16:22 hrs Security directive broadcast on the state of siege,
advises staffto restrict movement during the day,
and that situation, though calm, remains tense.

18:00 hrs SRSG retums to Timor-Leste.
18:00 hrs Crisis Management TeaJ:!lmeeting- briefing on

latest developmes, security arrangements and
status of criminal investigation.

19:25 hrs Broadcast of SRSG' s statement.
19:30 hrs SRSG meets with Prime Minister.
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UNMIT Crisis Mana2:ement Timeline- selected events from 11 to-13 Februarv 2008
Time Action Outcome

19:52 hrs SMS broadcast infonning staff that moumers are
gathering at Reinado's home in Marconi and
advises staff to avoid the area.

Before Security wardens request staff members in their
20:00 hrs respective zones to confinn by SMS arrival at

their homes.
20:30 hrs SRSG meets with Secretary-General of Fretilin,

Dr. Mari Alkatiri.
Late SRSG attends urgent meeting called by Prime
evenmg Minister, also attended by Prosecutor-General, F-

FDTL and ISF Commander, Secretaries of State
for Defence and Security on security challenges
surrounding release of Reinado' s body.

Wednesday 13 February 2008

. Time Action Outcome

00:30 hrs- Code Cable sent to DPKO providing for an
update report on situation, reactions of polítical
parties and intemational community to the
incidents, and F-FDTL Commander's press
statement criticising intemational forces.

00:52 hrs Code Cable to USG on meeting between SRSG
and the Prime Minister and meeting between
SRSG and Fretilin Secretary-General.

00:54 hrs Code Cable to USG on meeting b"etween SRSG,
PM, Prosecutor-General, F-FDTL and ISF
Commander on potential reactions to release of
body of Reinado.

11.30 hrs SRSG holds Town Hall meeting providing staff
with an update on the situation..

14:57 hrs SOC issues security broadcast on extension of
state ofsiege. Message is corrected at 15:50 hrs.
Both broadcasts are followed by an SMS message

-..... to all staff.
15:0"0hrs UNMIT Press Conference attended by SRSG and

Acting Políce Commissioner.

17:04 hrs SOC issues security broadcast notifying staff of
arrival ofReinado'sbody in Marconi advising all
staffto avoid the area. The broadcast is followed
bv an SMS message to all staff.

17:52 hrs Security directve roadcast regarding release of
body of Reinado to family in Marconi and
advising staff to avoid the area. Advising staff to
remain at home between 8pm and 6am, except for
urgent operations reasons.
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UNMIT Crisis Manal!emenfTimeline - select-ed events from11 to 13 Februarv 2008
Time Action Outcome

18:30hrs Code Cable sent to DPKO with letters from
Prime Minister requesting ISF assistance to
apprehend suspects-ofthe 11Februaryattacks,
and informingUSO ofSRSO's pledge ofUNPOL
cooperation in the arrest operation.

Before Security wardens request staff members in their
20:00 hrs respective zones to confirm by SMS arriva1at

their homes



AFP
APC
AME
BECORA 1.0
BECORA 1.1
BECORA 3
DILI 1.0
DPKO
F-FDTL
FPU
FUP
GD Uni!
GNR
IDPs
ISF
JMAC
JOC
MEDEVAC
NID
NOC
OIC
O/DSRSG
PIO
PNTL
PZ1.2
SID
SITCEN
SMT
SOC
SOP
SRSG
SRT
SWAT
UNHQ
UNMISET
UNMIT
UNPOL
USG-

Internal Review Panel
Annex 3

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

Australian Federal-Police
Armoured Personnel Carriers
Aero Medical Evacuation
Becora Patrol Team Leader
Becora Patrol Unit

Becora Operations Commander
Dili Patrol Team Leader
Department of Peacekeeping Operations
Falentil Força defesa Timor-Leste
Formed Police Unit

Forming-Up Point (Safe Arrival Point or Staging Area)
General Duties Unit (UNPOL Patrol Unit)
Gúarda Nacional Republicana (Portuguese Formed Police)
Internally Displaced Persons
International Stabilisation Forces
Joint Mission Analysis Cell
Joint Operations Centre
Medical Evacuation
National Investigations Department
National Operations Centre
Officer-in-Charge
Office ofthe Deputy Special Representative ofthe Secretary General
Communication and Public Information Office
Policia Nacional Timor-Leste (Timor-Leste National Police)
Close Security Protection (PM) Team Leader
Strategic Investigation:;Department
DPKO Situation Centte
Security Management Team
Security Operations Centre
Standard Operating Procedures
Special Representative of the Secretary General
Security Response Team
Special Weapons and Tactics Team
United Nations Headquarters
United Nations Mission in Support of East Timor
United Nations Integrated Mission in Timor-Leste
United Nations Police
Under Secretary General
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List of Documents Consulted

1. Technical Agreement between the United Nations and the Govemment
of Australia concerning the Cooperationwith and Assistance to United
Nations Integrated Mission in Timor-Leste (UNMIT) of 25 January
2007

2. Memorandum of Understanding between the Democratic Republic of
Timor-Lest, the united Nations, and Australia on the provision of
assistance to the Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste (RDTL) of 26
January 2007

3. Arrangement between the Govemment oí Australia and the
Government of Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste (RDTL)
concerningthe restorationandmaintenanceof securityin Timor-Leste-
Note No. 159/2006 of 25 May 2006

4. Police Agreement Supplement to SOMA [Arrangement on the
restoration and maintenance of public security in Timor-Leste and on
assistance to the reform, restructuring and rebuilding of the Timorese
National Police (PNTL) and the Ministry of Interior Supp1emental
Agreement between the United Nations and the Democratic Republic of
Timor-Leste on the Status of the United Nations Integrated Mission in
Timor-Leste (UNMIT)] attachedto CTX 346 of 1 December 2006

5. Security Council Resolutions OJlTimor-Leste: 1702 (August 2006),
1745 (February 2007) and 1802 (February 2008)

6. Secretary-General's Report S/2008/2of 17 January 2008

7. Security Documents

a. Security Afier Action Review Report
b. ExtraordinarySecurityManagementTeamMeetingMinutes- 11

February 2008)
c. SIU Investigation SOP
d. SOP Security OperationsCentre (SOC) - October 2007
e. Security Task Force Meeting Minutes - 23 Jan to 6 Mar 08

8. UNMIT
a. Contingency Planning SOP
b. Emergency Trilateral CoordinationForum Meeting (informal notes

by Office of?theODSRSG)- 11 February 2008
c. CodeCables~ CTX006of7 January,CTX067to CTX073of 11

February to 13February 2008
d. CTX436of 19October2007- FreedomofmovementforReinado

from President
e. JOC Flash reports - 11 February2008

1
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f. UNMIT Daily SituationReports -11 Februaryto 14 February 2008
g: PAO internallog sheets- 11February to 13February 2008
h. Minutes.from Mission Support Section Chiefs Meeting Jan-

February 2008 .
1. JMAC Weekly Threat Assessment of 7 January 2008
j. JMAC Analysis and chronology-11 February 2008
k. Carlogreports of 11February 2008
1. UNMIT Broadcasts 11Feb to 14February 2008
m. DPKO Crisis ManagementPolicy

9. UNPOL
a. UNPOL Daily Sitreps 7 February to 15February 2008
b. Close Security ProtectionUnit Weekly report of 5 January 2008
c. Command MeetingMinutes held'at Deputy Commissioner

Operations' Office on 2 January 2008
d. CSP staffing details 12 February 2008
e. Maps and sketchesat crime scenes by UNPOL
f. UNPOL Initial Report-onFirst 48 hours of State of Siege dated 13

February 2008
g. End of AssignrnentReport - Deputy Police Commissioner (Ops) of

3 April 2008
h. OrganizationalStrlicturefor the UN Police Component
i. DPKO Policy Functionsand Organization ofFormed Police Units in

United Nations Peacekeeping Operations- DPKO/PD/2006/00060
of 9 November 2006

J. DPKO SOP for UNPOL Officers on Assignrnentwith United
Nations Mission Support in,East Timor (draft -March 2008)

k. Directive on Detention, Searches and Use of Force for United
Nations Police Officerson Assignrnentwith the United Nations
Integrated Mission in Timor-Leste(UNMIT) of
DPKO/PDI2006/00108 of7 September2006

-

NOC Documents
a. NOCdailyactivityreport11February0500hrs- 12February2008

0500 hrs
b. FPU responsibilities
c. SOP for Dealing with FFDTL December 2006
d. SOP for Dealingwith Disorder
e. SOP for requesting ISF Assistance to UNPOL in Police Operations -

21 October 2007
f. Role and Duties ofNOC Shift Supervisor
g. SOP for dealingwith Medical Emergencies involvingUN Staff and

UNPOL .

h. Daily Sitrep SOP- 22 April 2007
i. IED and EOD SOP- 21 March 2007
j. ContingencyPlan for IDPs during Flood and related disasters-7

November 2007

2
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NID documents
a. National Investigation Department SOP

10. PIOIMEDIA
a. Press Release 11 February 2008
b. Statementby SRSG Atul Khare on the shootingi.ncident in Dili on

llFebruary,2008
c. Transcript ofUNMIT Press Conference, 11 February 2008
d. Transcript ofUNMIT Press Conference, 12 February 2008
e. Transcript of UNMIT Press Conference, 13 February 2008
f. President Horta's interview with Anne Baker of ABC 28 March

2008
g. President Horta' s interview with TVTL on 29 March 2008
h. DPKO Policy and Guidance for Public Information in United

NationsPeacekeepingOperations(OperationalPolicy- Ju1y2006)

11. Others
a. Timor Telecom telephone bill

-
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NID documents
a. National Investigation Department SOP

10. PIOIMEDIA
a. Press Release 11 February 2008
b. Statementby SRSG Atul Khare on the shootingincident in Dili on

11February,2008
c. Transcript of UNMIT Press Conference, 11 February 2008
d. Transcript ofUNMIT Press Conference, 12 February 2008
e. Transcript of UNMIT Press Conference, 13 February 2008
f. PresidentHorta's interview with Anne Baker of ABC 28 March

2008
g. President Horta's interview with TVTL on 29 March 2008
h. DPKO Policy and Guidance for Public Information in United

NationsPeacekeepingOperations(OperationalPolicy- July 2006)

11. Others
a. Timor Telecom telephone bill
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